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NOW-PAC·Endorses Hobbins
. by Elze
Upon a req uest for reconsideration from
Maine N.O .W., the Political Action Committee of the National Organ ization for
Women , at its October 6-7 meeting in
Wa s hin gto n , un a nim o usly endorsed
Democratic candidate Barry Hobbins in hi s
race against John McKernan for Maine's
First Congressional District seat. The endorsement permits Maine NOW to fully
publicize the differences between the two
candidates and to actively encourage people to vote for Hobbins.
Christine Torraca , Maine NOW State
Board and National NOW Board Member ,
believes " The endorsement will absolutely
help Barry Hobbins." Torraca went on to
comment, ''There are a lot of women and
men who made a decision to vote for John
McKernan instead of John Kerry in 1982
because of Kerry 's anti-abortion position .
They knew it was a compromise because of
McKernan's support for Reagonomics and
the increasing militarization of the United
States. We need to get those people back to
vote for Barry Hobbins. "
Hobbins perceives the endorsement to be

coverage Cameron received during his
September visit, when s_everal newspapers
A Nebraska anti-gay agitator who recently printed his allegations without checking their
toured Maine has been expelled from the accuracy or presenting opposing viewpoints.
American Psychological Association (AP A) In a September 24 statement, McCormick
"for a violation of the Preamble to the charged Cameron with using "techniques
perfected by the right wing : scare tactics,
Ethical Principles of Psychologists ."
facts
and
loose
Paul Cameron, who holds a doctorate in unsubstantiated
social psychology from the University of statistics ... we are distressed that the media
Colorado , visited Augusta and Bangor dur- would so uncritically report biased, inflaming the week of September 24, claiming that matory information about a large segment
homosexual activity poses a national health of our population. Surely , the views of a
problem and is leading to a breakdown of KKK member or Nazi would not be so
society. He spoke to the Maine Association blithely reported ."
of Christian Schools in Bangor and testified
The AP A will not reveal the exact nature
before the Maine Human Rights Commis- of Cameron 's behavior which caused him
sion (MHRC) , urging the Commission to _. to be expelled , citing confidentiality . One
abandon its support for legislation which APA official told Our Paper that it is likely
will add Maine's gays to the list of those that Cameron violated the part of the Preamwhose civil rights are protected under Maine ble which states that "members must respect
law . Soon after his Maine tour, the APA an- the dignity and worth of the individual and
nounced that its Board of Directors had ex- strive for the preservation of fundamental
pelted Cameron in action taken last human rights."
~mb@r 2. (T~ APA announces _expulNo one at APA will say more than that ,
si011s and other membership &ctions only but Our Paper spoke with Douglas Kimmel ,
once a year.)
a psychology professor at City College in
Cameron received a frosty reception from New York City, who spends yme in Maine
the Human Rights Commission, who listen- and read of Cameron's speech to the Maine
ed politely and declined to question this Association of Christian Schools in the
homophobic ac.tivist from Lincoln , Ellsworth American. In a letter to the Editor
Nebraska. The Commission's Executive which was subsequently printed in the
Director, Patricia Ryan , told Our Paper that Ellsworth American, · Kimmel said that
Cameron had swayed the board " not at all" Cameron's "research is unscientific; his
and that the MHRC still plans to introduce conclusions are wrong; and the ideas he prolegislation, already drafted , to extend civil pounds are based on distorted and twisted
rights protection to lesbians and gay men. facts" and noted that he had been dropped
Ryan said that the Board heard Cameron in from the AP A. ·
accordance with its policy to hear all inKimmel told Our Paper that although he
terested people who wish to testify.
did not know for what specific action
Cameron has said that he wants to return Cameron was dropped , "Clearly he has
to Maine before the November 6 election, done things for several years that are bad
when Maine will vote on a state Equal psychology. I've seen a paper of his where
Rights Amendment, which he opposes . His the methodology is flawed, in a study purrepresentatives, such as Mark Finks of porting to prove that mass murderers are
Augusta , have approached Ryan in an effort disproportionately homosexual. There was
to find a Commission member to debate bad data and it was a lousy study from a
Cameron. The MHRC director told Our scientific point of view. His work is not well
Paper that she asked Finks for more infor- respected in the profession., .,
mation before she could make a decision .
Cameron is also the target of an intensive
"At this point, I can't say absolutely no or effort in his home state of Nebraska to
absolutely yes to that request," said Ryan. remove his license to practice psychology .
" It would depend on the forum and the Scott Stebelman of the Lincoln Coalition for ·
reason for the debate. As sponsors (of the Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights, told Our
gay rights legislation) we woµld discuss it Paper that the state licensing board is
and share our position.'' Ryan says that presently rewriting its regulations to conCameron might be planning to return at the form with APA guidelines . When that is acbeginning of the next legislative session in complished the way will be cleared for comJanuary, when the gay rights legislation will plaints against Cameron to be heard by that
be considered.
body , Stebelman noted that the Coalition had
At a news conference· during his a two-part strategy to defeat Cameron, the
September visit, Cameron issued a general first part of which was the AP A expulsion,
challenge to Maine ' s gay community to and the second is Nebraska license
debate him. Dale McCormick of the Maine removal.He hopes to accomplish the second
Lesbian-Gay Political Alliance , a task within the next several months.
Democratic party activist and delegate to the Stebelman noted that only complaints for·ac1984 San Francisco Convention, says she, tions after the effective date of the new
and others in the community who have regulations can be grounds for license
discussed this possibility , are disinclined to removal. He says that the APA action has
debate . " For us to debate him would give already hurt Cameron 's home town image .
his crazy ideas a forum they don 't deserve. "Most people in Lincoln always saw him
Civil rights are not debatable."
as wacko, but the APA action really pulled
McCormick was critical of the press the rug out from under him locally .
By Julia T. Flanagan

a " definite boost" to his campaign. According to Hobbins, the endorsement '' is a symbol that the women's movement realizes the
issues of abortion and the ERA are important agenda items, but that we must all look
beyond these to the feminization of poverty, human rights issues, and nuclear arms
control and that 's what separates the two
candidates in this campai~n ."
On more personal note ,' Hobbins said,
" I'm honored and humbled by the endorsement. I'm very proud of it."

a

"Walking Free"
Anti-Violence Weekend
by John Dearing

Dr. Paul Cameron:
The "Expert" Revealed

ma ch in Lewiston-Auburn. The proposed
" How can you tell the gays from the rou e Will begin in Auburn at Great Falls
straights in Bangor?
Plaza, continue across the bridge to Kennedy
''The gays are- the ,ones wearing life- Park and return to Great Falls Plaza via
jackets."
Lisbon and Main Streets. Featured speakers
Homophobic comments such as this arose at the ralfy will include Kevin Berrill and
Dale McCormick. Following the march
shortly after Charlie Howard's death. My
there will be a reception in Chase Hall at
reaction , as well as many others, was not
one of humor , but of horror. I was afraid Bates College. Saturday night will be an
8 :00 concert by Elliot Pilshaw, a gay folksfor my own life, as well as the lives of those
I love. How soon before I'm attacked, or inger, with a reception following.
Sunday activities will include workshops
someone I know? Every day I'm assaulted
. with faggot comments from young and not on Human Rights Legislation at 2:00 at
so young men on the streets. How long USM in Portland and also in Bangor. In
before one of them goes a step further and Lewiston there will be a rap session from
I to 4. Sunday evening there will be a fundoes physical harm? I am not, however, going to retreat back into the closet; that's one draiser for the Maine Lesbian/Gay Antichoice I will not make. Instead, I and other Violence Project at the Underground in the
form of a Lesbian/Gay Prom. Tickets will
members of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Antibe available at the Underground , SportYiolence Project feel it-rs time for the Maine
sman's, Papa Joe's, Our Books, and in
gay community and its supporters, as
Bangor. For more information on the Prom,
diverse as we may be, to come together for
a weekend and a march to show our strength · call John at 761-0269 or Robert at 772-1979.
Transportation to the march will be proand our opposition to violence against us.
vided from Portland to Lewiston. Please
The weekend , entitled "Walking Free, "
meet at 11 a.m. at the Underground if you _
will be held Nov. 8-11 . On Thursday at 7: 30
need a ride. Also security for the march will
there will be a showing of "Outrageous"
be provided by MLGAP. A non-violence
in Kresge Auditorium at Bowdoin College.
and self-defense training session will be held
On Friday Kevin Berrill, director of the Lesfrom l to 4 on Saturday, November 3 at 2
bian/Gay Anti-Valence Project of the NaBates St. in Lewiston. Please consider helptional Gay Task Force will be arriving in
ing in this area.
Portland for a 3:00 meeting with the gay
The weekend and march should be held
~ommunity and the Portland police at USM
peacefully. We are marching to emphasize
and for a speech in the Moulton Union at
our need to walk free of violence. Please
Bowdoin at 8:00. · Kevin will also do a
plan to be there. We need numbers as well
workshop at Bates College on Saturday morning at 10:00.
as support. See you there! For more info ,
call John at 761-0269 or Jeanne at 772-5806 . ...
The main event of the weekend will be a

----·--- ~
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~~Cand~idme~s
_ ~~LETTERS
To Maine 's Lesbian/Gay Community :
President Reagan is fond of asking if we
think we' re better off today than we were
four years ago . Isn ' t that just like him ~o ~e
nostalgic. A question more to the pomt IS
who will be better off with during the next
four years?
The next President of the U.S . could appoint 5 Supreme Court Justices who will
serve for life and affect the Law into the
Twenty-first Century . The first Reagan appointee will probably be Judge Robert Bork
. who has stated from the bench : "Private
consensual homosexual conduct is not constitutionally protected.'' If reelected, Reagan
will clearly set the tone for the American
Judicial System. He is running o!_l a GOP
platform that calls for an unprecedented prolife :test for Judges. Constitutional experts
· · generally agtee that a Reagan Court would
overturn Roe v Wade which accords women
the right o( choice in matters of birth control and abortion, In July Reagan told the
Biblical Scoreboard, "In part the erosion of
(Judeo-Christian) Vlllues has given way to
forms .of sex\lal expression most reject. We
will resist the efforts of some to obtain
gov.ernment
· endorsement
of
homosexuality."
Conrrasf all tl;tis to the Mondale/Ferraro
positions :
- The Mondale/Ferraro campaign's appointment of Sandra Gillis, an open lesbian,
as liasiori to the gay, community and two
·oeenly gay Vice Chairs of the campaign .
- Mondale's support of the ERA and his
pledge to us, "I will issue within the first
three months of my .administration Executive . Orders banning discrimination in
federal government employment on the basis
of sexual orientation."
- Support of the'Senate Gay Rights Bill
All Democratic candiates (Mondale/Ferraro, Libby Mitchell, · Barry Hobbins and
Chip Bull) are running on the Democratic
Platform which has taken an historic stand
on gay issues: It calls for ari end to
discrimination based on sexual orientation
in employment, immigration and the
military, pledges to redouble. government efforts to seek the cause and cure of AIDS,
and work vigorously. to address, document
and end violence and bigotry against "gay
men and lesbians. " The GOP platform is
silent on lesbian and gay rights and even
equal rights for women.
· So who do you think you'll be better off
with in the Senate? Libby Mitchell who supports the Senate Gay Rights Bill and ' ' wiJI
· . oppose a move to .test persons for HTL V: III antibodies to evalgate employ_!!es, or
: ' register ' any gr~p of persons" or Bill
:cohen? There'& a funny thing about Cohen.
:He says he's for things and then he doesn't
'vote to '_implement them. He says he 's for
arms reduction but he.'s voted for every
weapons system that's come before him. He
says ~e .doesn 't believe that people should
be discriminated against,. but he's not convince~ !hat .sexual preference should be
. treated as a civil right that,warrents specific
. protection ·under federal law.
: -And who do you think you'll be better off
: with in the House? Barry Hobbins , who sup:ports our issues down the line and will sign
. on as a co-sponsor of the House Gay Rights
:Bill or John McKernan who won ' t because
~he 's worried about gay gym teachers being
:in locker rooms with children.
· It's really important that we get out and
.vote on Nov. 6. Lesbian and gay leaders
have told-the Democrats that we number 17
million voters, a constituency akin to labor
~nd blacks. Now we must prove it . If we
~ote Democratic and help swing this election we will have flexed our political mus~le. 'Next time instead of us having to tell
them what we want, they 'll be asking.
I think we should all try something new
this election. We should vote in our own interest. Vote for Mondale/Ferraro, MitcheJI,
and Hobbins.
With hope for the future,
Dale McCormick
Page2
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Cycles
To °The Editor:
" R: I'm sure we get our stigma from the .
bar. Because of Cycles' policies, that's one
of the thorns in our side. ' '
" B: Much of the stigma we get as beirrg
anti-women comes from association with
Cycles..''
For two years now I have sat quietly on
the sidelines and listened with great interest
to the ludicrous rumors and stories that have
been spread about this establishment. I am
amazed that R could make the statements he
has made. I have very vivid recollections of
his throwing temper tantrums when he refused to serve women who came into Cycles
and I instructed him that it was my business
and he would serve them . Last New Year 's
Eve a person who I considered a friend as
well as a good customer came into the bar
in drag and was so severely insulted by R
because " he wouldn ' t serve drag queens"
that he has not been back since .
· Those women who have taken the time to
discuss the subject of Cycles' policies with
me realize that it is our intention to create·
· an environment where "boys can be boys."
Every one of them has told me they wish
the women of this community would get
together and open a place where " girls can
be girls" similar to Iris in Portsmouth. I
greatly appreciate their respect for what we
are.
Last month R attacked the "twinkies." To
· set the record straight, that is a term of
endearment coined for some of our younger
customers. They know when they're called
a "twinkie" that it is a compliment and a
sign of affection. The ''twinkies'' who come
here have found out that the rumors' that they
would be tied. up, raped and forced to perform perverted acts or oral and anal sex are
simply not true.
l resent B. and B ~eing quoted on the
policies of Cycles .since neither they nor the
Harbor Masters baye anytqing .to do with
how this business is run. I ta~e full responsibility for that. I would suggest to DE that
in the interest of accurate journalism she
contact me for accurate statemenll! of policy.
Our customers are outraged by ihis type
of nonsense. Our customers made the first
contributions to Dale McCormick's convention expense fund . They raised !!'e money
at a benefit held at Cycles to lai.uich Terry
Wallace's defense. We bad the first AIDS
fundraiser in the state. We are paying the
expense of a bus to take gay men and women
to the . Central Maine Gay/Lesbian
Awareness Coa1itio'r fs mar~h in Lewiston
in November. I am damn sick and tired· of
Cycles bearing the brunt of the vicious
rumors of a group of dizzy queens.
·
'
.
Tom Corbett
Cycles

Gay Politics
Dear Our Paper:
"Ronald Reagan is no good! Send him
back to Hollywood!," was one of several
chants that began the fifth annual Progressive Student Network Conference at the
University of Pennsylvania Oct. 5, 6 and 7.
The conference was attended by students
representing themselve~ or organizations at
colleges and universities all around the country. The theme for the conference was,
"Beating Reagan and Beyond." Various
workshops dealt with topics ranging from
disarn1ament, South Africa, and civil rights
to , of course, gay and lesbian issues.
As president of the !Jowdoin Gay-Straight
Alliance I attended and was tom emotionally
by the conference.' The disunity of the gay
rights movement was evident in full force
at the conference. In one workshop , titled,_,
"Organizing the Lavender Left, " the
discussion was dominated . by talk over
whether or not lesbians should engage in S
& M, the necessity of a workers revolution
to attain equal rights, and how lesbians
· should not try to unify with gay men since
gay men are too sexist and thus have different interests. On the bright side, it made
the relative strength and unity of the Maine
lesbian and gay community out to be a na- ·
tional leader.
The fact that the arguments for and against
these specific topics were so poorly articulated made them harder to tolerate which
explains pa'rt of my negative reaction to
them. But a basic point is clear. These issuesmay be very important, especially at the personal level. ·Forums exist for their discussion as well. But when we get together to
• ',t for something we ALL believe in , it
'lterproductive to try to put riders on
th'- .ise that split the movement. Personally I don't care what kind of sex private individuals have if it doesn't hurt others. Nor
do I believe that workers have something
special that means they should rule the country any more than students or any other
group should . It is clear though , that these
opinions have little or no bearing on whether
I will fight to be protected from ·ignorant
teenagers who want to throw me off a
bridge.
~ A strong message was in this conference
for Maine. We have a Jot of work to do that
we can all agree on. Unification behind these
causes is of paramount importance. In tlile I
groups where members try to bring in their
own personal causes that1are unrelated to the
main cause, dissension causes all to be lost.
The fact that Maine is able to pull together
a nonpartisan political alliance is impressive.
Let 's take pride in this so we can insure that
we do not lose it.
Curtis Cole

.........................................................................-; ............ .
Olympia Snowe_

ad last month , I wondered if her stand on
gay and lesbian rights legislation had changDear Friends:
ed . I needed to find the answer.
Last month there appeared a large display
I went to her office in Presque Isle and
ad placed on behalf of three Republican canspoke · with Marion Higgens , the office
didates in Maine, William Cohen (U.S .
manager. She was not aware of the ad and
Senate), and John McKernan and Olympia
did not know if Olympia's position had
Snowe (U.S. House of Representatives) ,
changed. She assured me that she would find
urging lesbians and gay men to support these
out. The next day f received a telephone call
people because they have "earned the supfrom Leslie Primer, Olympia's legislative
PQrt of Maine's Gay and Lesbian Communidirector and person in charge of issues int/ ' ' I am not familiarr with Cohen and
volving civil rights in Ms . Snowe's office
McKernan's records, but my representative
in Washington DC. I was informed that Ms.
in Congress, Olympia Snowe IS NOT SUPSnowe's position was the same as two years
PORTIVE OF MAINE'S GAY AND LES ago, that gay and lesbian civil -rights legislaBIAN COMMUNITY .
tion is not necessary .
Two years ago , when Ms. Snowe was
OLYMPIA SNOWE IS NOT SlJPPORrunning for Congre!iS, I asked her if she . TIVEOFMAINE 'SGAY AND LESBIAN
would support -the amendment to the U.S .
COMMUNITY!
Civil Rights Act to include gay and.lesbian
Please -take this into consideration when
people. She said that she did not feel that
you ' re in the voting booth on November 6 . .
the legislation was necessary , that we wete
Thank you .
covered under existing law. When I saw the
Dick Harrison
Caribou
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ROOMMATES
HELP-WANTED
SELLING
APARTMENTS
SEEKING ,

.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper, · ,
P .O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit
language in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be opened by ()_ur
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
monthly.
Group Facilitator - Opportunity for
achievement! Lesbian Support Discussion
Group needs a lesbian to coordinate group's
activities. Send replies to Gay People's
Alliance, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, ME

: 04104

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

Hairy Men!National adlists for bears and
smooth or hairy trappers! If you love fur ,
this is the list! Information? Send-$2 .00 to:
Man-Hair, 591 W. 10 St., NYC 10011 .
GWM - newcomer - young mid 40s
professional not into bar scene or head
games seeks mature thinking GM to 35
for friends and/ or relationship. If you
have never answered an ad, answer this
one because I have never placed one.
Reply P.O. Box 1590, Portsmouth, N.H.
03801.

:
:
•

....... ......................................, ~

PURPOSE .
OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
celebration, by and fttr members of
the lesbian and gay men's ·
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as ,well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider fo~ publication any
material that broad~ns our understanding of our lifestyles and of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in the
paper are those of t~e authors onl!.
All material submitted must be ~1gned
and include an address and/ or phone
number so we can contact the author
should 'we need to consider editorial
revisions. However, within the pages of
the new1:1paper, articles can, appE:ar
anonymously, upon req~est, and stnct
confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or rejections of material will
occur without dialogue with the author.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for
publication and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for .
three years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE
Fred Berger
Diane Elze
Tom Summer
Barbara Wood

Ginny LaCrow
Skip Brushaber
Phil Gautreau
Norman BrilJant

VoteAnd-Vote -·Thoroughly -

Turkey Trotting
with B.J. Aaron

by Fred Berger
I don't think many of us need to be persuaded to vote in the November 6th Presidential
race. A lot depends on it. But just as much is riding on the state races and referendum
issues . Maine NOW-PAC has done an incredibly thorough job of surveying the nearly
300 candidates for the state legislature . These are the people who will vote next Spring
on whether you and I as gay men and lesbians shall be "granted" our rights to equal
protection from discrimination. There are major differences between the candidates on
the issue of gay rights . Some arch-homophobes are running for reelection , while some
new liberals who support our cause are also running . I urge you to study the lists published in this issue to find out who these people are. The fight next Spring will be a lot easier
if we can get our friends elected now .
On the ballot next week are also several bond issues and referendum questions. (See
sample ballot.) Of primary importance is the state Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) . It
appears as Number 6 on the ballot. The ERA is expected to pass. It has been endorsed
by all the Congressional and Senate candidates in Maine as well as Gov . Joe Brennan.
However. the anti-ERA forces are ' well financed and ba<;:ked by such famed "experts"
as Dr . Paul Cameron (who?) and Phyllis Schlafly. Their TV ads and speeches are filled
with homophobic references . Never underestimate the power of bigotry. Vote for the ERA .
One bond issue is of particular importance to another minority in Maine, the physically
handicapped. Issue Number 3 asks for 16 .5 million dollars for a variety of construction
and renovation projects on University of Maine campuses . Approximately one million
dollars of that amount would be used to provide handicapped accessibility to some buildings
0n university campuses . I urge you to support these two issues and to find out more information on the other issues.
Sometimes voting requires work. It is easier to choose a presidential candidate than it
is a state legislator . but that legislator also has a great deal of power over our lives . Take
the tim: to vote - and vote thoroughly - on Tuesday. November 6 .
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-Times Roman , that is. It's
just one of the type styles
available at The Type Room
- complete phototypesetting and proofreading
services at re·asoriable
rates.
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Breakfast:Mon.-Fri. 8:0Q-11:30
Lunch:Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:30
Dinner:Mon.-Fri. 5:30-10:00
Sat.f-Sun. Brunch:9:00-2:30
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Totnl c•timnl<'d deht •er,·irc or Sll.11117 ,:;oo or whirh prin,·ipnl i•
S6,000,000, c•limntct~ •inter<'sl nt 11:;:;<Jo m ·er 10 yrnr• i•
S2,tlR7.500.

Shnll thr. Con~titntion of ~lninl" hf' nrn,~n,lrcl In· n rr!'loln.tinn of
tl ~c~ Lf'µ:i~lnturr lo prn,·itlr for nn rqunl riµ-hl~ nn1;nclmrnt'!

YES NO

Looking for Commitment Larry: Larry
.has "done the bar scene " and "doesn't
relate .. , He's played the field and is looking for a committeq relationship . He ' s ready
to " settle down . " Sound familiar? Just like
when you thought it was safe to go back in
the disco' Larry decides football season is
h~re and the field isn't ,looking so bad after
all. He tells you it's "been real," but if it's
commitment you seek , perhaps you ;d best
check out the ward at a nearby hospital. And
as for settling down , honey, it looks like a
few things have already been settled .
Festidious Ferd : Now here ' s ·a real neat
guy . Every hair in place ; body beautiful ,

to Ju..lifcl ("Ollrlhon!ll~!lr,

YES NO

700

Forever and a Day Freddie: Basically,
we're talking the old promises , promises
scenario here. Freddie is "in love," you are
"the one and only , " he can't live without
you" pledges to be with you "forever and
a day .'' Before you know it , Freddie takes
a crash course in survival skills, tells you
it 's felt like forever to him and let's you
know that he ' s leaving you. C'est finis.

Calvin Klein on the ass , alligator on the tit ,
etc . Picture perfect. A great candidate for
the Polaroid people or perhaps even a Mister
Clean commercial. You can look"and maybe
even touch. But please, clean up after
yourself. Careful not to leave prints .
Disco Danny : Whirlin' and a twirlin' and
bumpin ' and a bobbin'. The kid's got
rhythm . You'd best hope that's all he's got.
Girl , this one boogies with 'em all. Fun to
be with , but watch your step.
"Got the time?" dary. Gary is found in
most any bar you ~it. "Got tpe ti[T1e '. ': is a
one line icebreaker he's been working on all
week. Hard tell in' what , next week :s .q uestion will be . (Don't you envy his imag_ination?) Such provacative openers are.the key
to more indepth conversations on political
and social issues as whether or not you "c ome
here often , if you are new h~re in to~n and
where you are spending the night. ·
Been There Benny: Pick · a topic, any
topic . Feel a feeling , any feeling. Share it
with Benny . He can relate . ·Benny ' s been
where you've been and he's where you're
at. What he hopes is that he ' s going where
you 're going, tonight.
Oh such cynicism! I'.ll be lucky if anyone
ever approaches me again . l'ytay .I pu.rn in
an inferno (disco) for such sick- humor.
O.K., so I've been known to play some. of
these little games from t,i me !O .time myself.
God knows we can all be turkeys from time
to time . And we all know there 's only one
reasonable thing to do with a t1,1rkey, gobble, gobb_le! Happy Thanksgiving!

"I. ...: • •
1u·

. ,·nrntional ~trc·lu,iC'n\ in-.1it111f·~ nn1l n tnµhnnt nt thr :'t1ninr Mnri:inu•
Arrulrm~·'! ''

M,.-160.7111.2., .

November. What better month to take a
look back and recall some of the many
tl.Jrkeys that one has encountered in the
course of the past year? I'm not naming
names, but it does seem that there is a pattern to things . Maybe you will recognize
some familiar faces in the dest:riptions
-below. All of the-characters are fictitious.
Any resemblence to actual people, places or
events is coincidental and unfortunately, part
of the game.

~-

Vf' trrnn" ?.,

m

CONSTITUTIONAL ,OIENDMENT
"Shnll the Cnn!'llitution of ~lninr. hf! nnu~nclrcl 1110 thnt no wnter·
~rnft will hr tnxrd R!'I prr!'lonnl rrorcrty~ prn,·icll"<I there I" nn rxri~r.
tnx nn ,uunc ~·ntrrrrnft f"Ollrrt<-cl nncl n~f"tl hy n111niclpnlitif'.!1?,,
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How to Find Your District
"The Maine Legislature h&.· 151 House districts and 33 Senate districts. We have listed
candidates in our analysis according to their House and Senate district numbers .

..

For your convenience, and actually the onl y way to make any sense out of all of this,
we have provided a 1 ist of all Maine towns with- their House and Senate district numbers.

"The FIRST number (or number in the case of larger'cities) is the SENATE DIS1RICf;
the SE<XJND number (or numbers) is the HOUSE DISTRicr . For example:
, BRUNSWICK.26 .. 42 / 43/ 70
means that Brunswick has Senate district 26 and
House districts 42,43 and 70.
If your town has nore than one House or Senate district, you should call your Town
Hall to determine in which district you reside.

'Abbot.5 • • 104
Brighton Plt.4 .. 103
Danforth.3 .. 139
Gouldsboro.12 . • 125
Acton.25 .• 9
Briston.20 .. 79
Dayton.31 • . 14
Grand Falls Plt.6 .. 132
Addison. 7 •• 126
Brooklin.12 .. 123
Deblois. 7 •. 139
Grand Isle.!. .149
Albion.13 .• BS
Brooks.14 . • 110
Dedham.12 .. 122
Grand Il< Str.3 .• 139
Alexander.7 .. 138
Brooksville.12 •. 123
Deer Isle.12 .. 123
Gray.27 • • 44
Alfred.25 .. 9 .
Brownfield.15 .. 48
Dennark.15 .. 48
Great Pond.12 .• 128
Allagash.2 • • 151
Brownville. 5 •. 105
DennistCMl "el t.4 .• 103Greenbush.6 •• 132
Alna.20 •. 78
Brunswick.26 • . 42 / 43/ 70Dennysville.7 •. 139
Greene.16 •• 64
· ·Alton.6 .• 128
Buckfield.15 •• 51
Detroit.9 .. 108
Greenfield.11 .• 128
Alltrurst . 12 •• 128
Bucksporc.14 •• 122
Dexter.9 • • 107
Greenville.5 •• 104
· Amity.3 .• 140
Burlington.6 • • 132
Dixfield.8 . • 54
Greenwood.15 .. 50
·Andover.8 .. 53
Burnharn.14 .. 109
Di.xrn=t.9 .. 113
Guilford.5 .• 106
Anson.4 •• !d3 '
Buxton.28 .. 16
Dover-Foxcroft.S .• 106Hallowell : 19 •. 91
Appleton.21 •. 84
Byron.8 . • 49
Dresden.20 .• 74
Hamlin.!. .148
-.Argyle.6 •• 132
Calais.7 .• 138
Drew P.lt.3 .. 133
Hanmond . 3 .. 140
Arrowsic.24 •• 74
Canbridge.9 .. 104
Curham.26 .. 70
.
Harnpden. 9 •. 113
•,\rundel-.34 •. 8
<::amden.21. . 83
Dyer Brook.3 . • 140
Hancock.12 .• 126
Ashland.2 •. 151
Canaan.9 • • 101
Eagle Lake.2 .. 151
Hanover.8 .. 49
Athens.4 •. 103 '
Canton.8 •. 57
Eastbrook.12 .. 128
Harmony.9 •• 104
Cape Elizabeth.32 .• 21 Ea3t "Machias . 7 • • 136 Harpswell . 24 •. 76
, Atkinson.5 •. 106
Auburn. 22 .. 59/61-63/70 Caratunk . 4 •. 103
E. Millinocket. 5 •• 134Harrington. 7 .• 126
Augusta.! 9 •. 88/89/90 '. Caribou. 2. , 146/ 147
Ea3ton. 3 .. 144
Harrison. IS • . 46
Aurora.12 •. 128
Carmel.9 .. 114
Eastport . 7 •• 137
Hartford.15 •. 52
• Avon.-8 •• 49 ·
Carroll Plt.6 .. 132
Eddingbm . 11 •. 129
Hartland.9 •• 101
Baileyville. 7 • • 138
Carthage. 8 .. 54
Edgecam. 20 .. 77
Haynesville, 3 .• 139
Baldwtn.25 •• 47
Cary Pl.3 .. 140
EdL'lburg.6 .. 132
Hebron.15 . . 51
Bancroft. 3 •• 139
Casco . ZS • •45
Eliot.35 •• 3
Hernon.9 •• 115
Bangor.JO .• 115-119
Castine.14 .. 123
Elliotsville.S . • 104 . Hersey . 3 • . 140
Castel Hil!.2 •. 151
Ell=rth.12 •. 127
HibbertyGore.20 •. 84
Bar Harbor.12 •• 125
Biv°ing Plt.7 •. 138
Caswel!.1..148
Ernbden.4 . • 55
Highland Plt.4 •• 103
Barnard ·p1 t. 5 •• 105
Centerville. 7 .. 136
Enfield.6 • . 132
Hiram.JS .. 46
Bath.24 •• 74/7,5
Oiai:rnan.2 .. 15!"
E Plt.3 .. 142
Hodgdon.3 .. 140
Beais : 7. , 136 · ··
Otarleston.6 •. 105
Etna . 9 • • 108
Holdet1.l1 •• 121
Beaver Cove , S •• 104
Otarlotte.? .. 139
Eustis.4 . • SS
Hollis.ZS .. 14/ 16
Beddington. 7 .. 139
Chelsea.19_•. 91
Exeter,.6 .. 114
. Hope . 21. .84
Bel.fast.'14,; 1-lJ ·
Cherryfield.7 .. 126
Fairfield. 13 •. 99
Houlton.3 •• 14,1 , .Belgrade;l7 .• 58
Chester.5 •. 134
Falmouth.27.-.39 .
Howland.6 .. 132
BeliiDnt.21: .no
Chesterville.4 •• 58
Farmingdale.JS .• 93 · . Hudson.6 .. 105
Beneq.icta.3 .. 134
q:tina.19 •• 85
Farmlngton.4 •• 56
Indian Twp.~ •• 139
Benton.13 •. 85
Clifton.11..129
Fayette.17 .. 95 .
Inl!ustry •.4 •• 55
Berwick. 33 •• 5
Clinton.13 .. 109
Ft. Fairfield ; ) .. 144 Island Falls.3-.• 140
Bethe!.8 .. 49
CodyvillePlt.3 .. 139
Ft. Kent.!. .150
Isle au Haut.12 •. 123
Biddeford. 34 .. 12-14
Coluit>ia. 7 .• 136
Frankfort, 14 .. 112
Islesboro, 14 .• 110
Bingp.an.4 •• 103
Colunbia Falls.7 •• 136 Fr;mklin . 12 •. 126 . · Jac~. 4..• 103
Blaine.3 .• 142·
Connor.1..148
.Freedcxn.14 .. 109
Jackson . 14 .• 109
Blanchard.5. : 104
Cooper. 7 .. 139
Freeport. 26 .. 41
Jay . 8., .57
Blue Hill.12 •• 127
Corinna.9 • • 107
Frenchboro.12 •. 124.. Jeffers on.20 • • 84·
Boothbay.20 • • 77
Corinth.6 •. 114
Frenchville.!. . 150
Jonesboro'. 7 '. : !'36
Bootpb'!)' Hrbr.20 •• 7]
Cornish.25 .. 15
Friendship.20 .• 80
Jonesport.7 ••136
Bowdoin.24 •• 72
Conwille.9 • . 101
Fryburg.15 • . 48
Kenduskeag.6 .• 114
l!ol«loµ,han , 24 •. 73/74 Cranberry Isl.12 .• 124 G:,.rdiner.18 .. 92
' Kennebunk.34. :7
Bowerbank.5 •• 105
Crawford.7 •• 139
Garfield Plt.3 •. 151 Kennebunl<,port·.34 .. 8
Bradford.6 •. 105
Crieh.Jven.21. .81
Garland .. 6 .• 106
- Kingfield.4 •• 55
Bradley.11.128
Crystal.3 .• 140
Georgetown.24 •. 76
KingJnan Twp , 3 .. 133
Bremen.20 .•. 79
Cunberland.27 •. 38/ 39
Gileac\.8 .. 49 . .
· Kingsbury Plt.S, .1.04
Btewer.11. .120/121
Cw!hlng , 20 •• 81
Glenburp.6 .. US • . Kittery.35 .. 1/213
• Brid_g""!:ate,; ; 3,.. 142 '. ~-~ "Plt.l. .148
Glel'!WOOO Plt,. 3 .. 140 Knox.14 • . lH> · ·k ·
• ijridgton.1_5 .__, ':<;6. _ . Damar_isc2tta_.ZO.: .J B .. G:irham.28: .•,35136;
Lagunge , 6 •• 13L
· .-r
_ : • .· , ; .. · ,
'
tler. 7._..137
'-,
•
• •

The :Maine State Legislature which is to
"·*ANTI-ULA: The candidate has inbe elected November 6 will have crucial dicated - on either a MNP survey . or a
decisions to make in the area of the Les- "Right to Life .. survey or both - opposition
bian/Gay Rights Bill and on abortion legisla- to a constitutional amendment granting \egal
tion, particularly Medicaid funding for abor- · personhood from the moment gf fortilizat"ion
tiorr. The,Mairie National Organization for (a "Human. Life Amendment .. or ' ~HLA ")'.
·
Women .(NOW) has surveyed all the (NOW opposes HLA's .)
legislative ·candidates on many key issues,
*LESBIAN/GAY RIGHTS: In most
and -Our Paper is publishing part of that cases, the candidates have voted for or invaluable and exhaustive survey. .
dicated on a survey that they will voti for
Following in the next. pages are the results
irn,lusion of "sexual orientation " in the curof a. _s4rvey of the .c andidates' positions on
rent Maine Human Rights Act. (NOW
the follo~ing issues.
supports .)
·
*l?RO-CHOICE: At minimum, this can*FEDERAL ERA: The candidate indidate has responded 'yes ' to a question as
dicates support for a U .S. Constitutional
to ''whether to have an abortion should be
Amendment. (NOW supports .)
a personal tlecision left to the individual."
ST ATE ERA: The candidate indicates
It does not necessarily indicate the candidate
(often by vote in the last session) support for
is " pro-choice" as feminists generally tise
a Maine Constitutional Amendme_nt. .(NOW
the term . (NOW is pro-choice .)
supports.)
*ABORTION FUNDING: At minimum ,
NOW .surveyed the candidates on other
this candidate would ' 'vote to include more
important issues including AFDC Funding ,
comprehensive coverage for abortion funDomestic Violence , and Handicapped
ding" under the state Medicaid program , "
Rights, the results of which we are not able
according to a questionnaire response. (.Currently , Medicaid only covers abortion · to . to include here for reasons of space. You
save.the woman _·~ life.) Generally, th.is can- can obtain this informati,on by writing to
didate is indicatiag·support for wide , rather Maine NOW , P.O . Box. 5195 , Station A ,
than narrow, expansion of coverage. (NOW Portland , ME 04101. ·
supports Medicaid funding.)

'

Lakeview Pl t. 5 .. 105
Newfield .2 5 .. 48
Robbinston. 7 • . 139
Unity Twp . 13 . . 109
Lakeville Plt.6 .. 132 New Gloucester. 2 2 .. 44 Rockland. 21. . 80/ 82
Upton.8 .. 49
Lamoine.1 2 • . 124
t, •w Limerick. 3 .. 140
Rockport.21. . 83
Van Buren.!. .1 48
Lebanon. 33 .. 5
New,'Ort.9 .. 108
Rcxne.4 .• 58
Vanceboro .3 . . 139
New Portland.4 .. 55 •
Roque Bluffs . 7 .• 136
Vassalboro.19 • • 87,
Lee . 6 .. 132
Leeds.16 .. 59
Newry. 8 .. 49
.
Roxbury.8 .. 52
Veazie . 11..129
Levant.6 .. 114
New Sharori.4 .. 56
Rumford.8 .. 52 / 53
Verona . 14 ••.122
Lewiston. 23/ 16 .. 64-69 New Sweden.1..148
Sabattus.16 .. 72
Vienna! l7 .. 58
Libertv. 21..84
New Vineyard.4 .. 55
Saco.31. . 17 / 18/19
Vinalhaven.21..81
. Limerick .25 .. 15
Nobleboro.20 .. 79
St. Agatha.1..150
. Wade. 2 .. 149
Limestone.!. .145
Norridgewock . 4 •• 102
St. Albans . 9 .. 107
Waite.3 . • 139
Limestone AFB.1..148 N. Berwick.33 .. 4
St. Francis.2 . • 151
Waldo.14 . . 110
Limington.25 •. 15
Northfield.7 .. 139
St. George.21. . 81
Waldoboro.2 0 • · 79
Lincoln.6 .. 133
North Haven.21. .81
St. John Plt.2 .. 151
Wales.16 .. 64
Lincoln Plt.8 .. 49
Northport.14 .. 111
Sandy River Plt.8 .. 49 Wallagrass Plt.1 .. 151 .
Lincolnville.21..110 N. Yarmouth.27 .. 40
Sanford:33 •. 9 / 10 / 11
Waltham.12 .• 128
Linneus.3 .• 140
Norway .15 •. 50
Sangerville.5 .• 104
Warren. 20 .. 80 .
Lisbon.16 • • 70 /7 1
Nq.14 Plt.7 .. 139
Scarborough.31..19 /20 Washbum . 2 .• 147
Litcr£ield.18 • . 93
No. 21 Plt.7 .. 139
Searsnont . 21 .• 110
Washington.20 .. 84
Littleton-. 3 .. 141
Oakfield.) .. 140
Searsport.14 .. 112
Waterboro.25 •. 15
Livernore.16 •. 59
Oakland.17 •. 96
Sebago.25 .• 46
Waterford.15 .. 49
Livernore Fls.17 .. 58 Ogunquit,35 .. 6
Sebec.S •. 106
Waterville.17 .• 96-98
Lovell.IS . • 49
Old Orchard Bch.31. . 17 Seboeis Pl , .S •• 134
Wayne.JS • • 94
Lowell.6 .. 132
Old Town.6 .. 128/ 131
Sedgwick.12 .. 123
Webster Plt.6 .. 133
whee. 7 •. 137
Orient.3 .. 139
Shapleigh.ZS .• 9
Weld.8 • . 49
Ludlow.3 .. 140
Orland.14 .. 122
Sherman . 3 •• 140
Wellington . 5 .. 104
Lyman.ZS .. 8
Orono.I!. .129/ 130
Shirley.S .. 104
Wells.35 .. 4 / 6/7
Machias.7 .. 136
Orrington.11 •• 121
Sidney.17 •. 87
Wesley.7 • . 139
Machiasport.7 .. 137
Osborn.12 .. 128
Skowhegan.13 .. 99 / 100 West Bath.24 .. 76
Madawaska.1 .. 149
Otis.12 .. 128
Smithfield.4 .. 99
Westbrook. 28 . . 33-35
Madison.4 •• 102
Otisfield.15 • • 45
Smyrna . 3 .. 140
WP.stfield.3 .. 142
Madrid.4 .. 55
Owls Head.21 . • 81
Solon.4 . . 103
West Forks Plt.4 .. 103
Magiloway Plt.8 . •49
Oxbow.3, .151
Scxnerville.20 .. 84
West Gardiner.IS .. 93
~ster.18 .. 95
Oxford.15 . • 50
Sorrento.12 .. 126
Westmanland.2 • • 149
Mapleton.2 .. 143/147
Palerno. 21. . 84
S. Berwick.33 .. 4
Weston .3 •. 139
Mariaville.1 2 .. 128
Palmvra'. 9 .. 108
S. Bristol.20 .. 77
West Paris.15 .. 51
Marshfield.7 .. 137
Paris.15 . . 51
Southport. 20 •• 77
Westport.20 . • 77
Parkrnan.5 .. 104
S. Portland.32 .. 22-24 Whitefield.18 • . 78
Mars Hill.3 .. 144
Masardis . 3 . . 151
Parsonsfield. 25 .. 48
S , THomaston.21 .. 81
Whiting.7 .. 137
Matinicus Isle. 21..81 Passadurnkeag.6 .. 132
Southwest Harbor . 12 •. 124
Mattawamkeag. ..133
Patten . S •• 134
Springfield.6 .. 132
\lhitneyvil le. 7 .. 136
Pembroke. 7 .. 139
Stacyville. 5 •. 134
Willimantic. 5 . . 105
Maxfield. 5 .. 134
!'lechanic Falls. 22 . . 60 Penobscot.14 .. 123
Standish.25 •. 47
Wilton.8 • . 54
Meddybemps . 7 . . 138
Pen. Ind. Isl .Res.6 .. 131- Starks.4 .. 102
Windham. 27 • . 35 / 37 / 38
Medford.5 .. 105
Perham. 2 .. 149
Stetson.9 .. 114
Windsor.20 •. 87
Medway.S. ·.134
Perkins Twp.24 .. 74
Steuben.7 .. 125
Winn.6 . • 133
Mercer . 4 • • 102
Perry . 7 .. 139
Stockholm.1..148
Winslow.13 • • 85/ 86
Merrill.3 .. 140
Peru . 15 .. 57
Stockton Spgs . 14 .• 112 Winter Hrbr.12,.. .125
Mexico.8 .. 52
Phillips.4. , 55
Stoneharn.-15 .. 48
Winterport.14 .. 112
Milbridge.7 .. 126
· Phippsburg.24 .. 76
Stonington ,__1 2 .. 123
Winterville Plt.2 .. 151
Milford.11 .• 128
Pittsfield.13 • . 101
Stow.15 .. 48
Winthrop.18 .• 94/ 95
Millinocket.5 .. 135
Pittston.IS .. 91
Strong.4 .. SS
Wiscasset.20 .• 78
Milo.5 .. 105
Pass.Pleas.Pt.Ind.Res. Sullivan.12 .. 126
Woodland.1..147
Milto" Twp . 8 ..""52
7 .. 137·
S\ffllri.t.6 .• 132
W<?<Jdstock.15 . • 52
Minot.16 .. 60
Pleas.Ridge Plt.4 .. 103 Sunner.15 .. 52
WOOdville.5 .. 134
Monhegan Plt. 20 • . 81 Plymouth.9 .. 108
Surry.12 •. 127
Woolwich.24 . . 74
Poland.22 .. 60
Swan's Isl.12 .. 124
Yarmouth.26 .. 38/ 40
Mormouth.18 • . 94
Portage Lake.2 .._151
Swanville.14 .. 110
York .35 .. 2/3
Monroe.14 .. 109
Monson . 5 • . 104
Porter.25 . . 48
Sweden.15 .. 46
********
Monticello. 3 .. 142
Portland.29/ 30 •. 25-33 / 39 Talmadge. 3 .. 139
*
Montville.21..110
Pownal.26 .. 41
Ternple.8 . . 54
* ERA YES
Moose River . 4 .. 103
Prentiss Plt.3 .. 133
The Forks Plt.4 .. 103
*
Moro Plt.3 .. 140
Presque Isle.2 .. 142/ 143 Thcxnaston.21..80
* Vote YES on
Morril L 21. .110
Princeton. 7 •• 139
Thorndike .14 . • 109
*
Moscow_.4 • . 103
Prospect.14 •• 112
Topsham.24 .. 73.
*
Qu#.;t i on 1/6
Mt. Chase.5 • . 134
Randolph.18 .. 92/93
Topsfield.3 .. 139
*
Mt. Desert.1 2 .. 124
Rangeley .8 . . 49
• Twp . 8 . . . 128
*
on Nov . 6
Mt . Vernon.1 7 .. 9~
Rangeley Plt. 8 .. 49
Trenont.1 2 .. 124
*
Naples .25 .. 45
Raymond. 27 . . 45
Trenton.12 .. 1:24"
*
ERA YES
Nashville Plt.2 .. 151 Readfield.18 ••'95
Troy.14 .. 108
*
Ne"1!Jurgh.9 .. 113
Reed Plt.3 •• 139
Turner.16 . . 59
* * * * '' '' * * *
New Canada . 1. . 151
Richnond.24 .. 72
Union. 20 .. 84
Newcastle .20 .. 78
Ri pley .9 .. 104
Unity .14 .. 109
:'

READING THE CHARTS

(M) In the pro-choice column vou will
find some M's. This refers to a can"didate ·s
mixed voting record. in previous legislative
sessions. on issue s related to choice .

The following symbols are used in the candidate analysis:
means agreement with Now·s

(A)
means absent for a ro ll call vote
during the legislative session .

(-)
means opposition with NOW's
position.

(I) in the Incumbent columri means that
the candidate was an incumbent during the
last legislative session in either the House
or the Senate : or that the candidate has in
the past been a member of the Maine House
or Senate .

(+)

position .

(E)
means " equivocal.·· The candidate ' s position on the issue is not possible
to condense to a ( +) or (-) . (In some cases
the position is clear , but not condenseable .
In some cases , the candidates have offered
us some in sight into their thinking. but they
are indecisive or unsure of an exact
position.)

(Y) in the Endorsement column or the
Contribution column mean s that the candidate has received a Maine NOW P9litical
Action Committee endorsement and /or
Maine NOW PAC financial contributi on
during this electio n.

lC:ARDS, ·GlFTS,
& GOODIES
(Ask to see our risque cards
kept u,nder lock and key!)
I

3 moulton St,ctczt · Po,tland, moln(l 0410:1
773":"8809
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Maine NOW-PAC ,candidate Analysis
Candidates for Mairie House

2

Fred Soucy

DI

Cecil Lancost·er

R I

Neil Rolde

DI

-t

55

6

Farnun

Rosa Die kson

D

Eleanor Murphy

R

Steven Einsrein

D

Joseph Curran ·

•

J anet Winters

11
12
13

+-

+

DI

James Crossman

R

t- +

Lawrence Libby

R

tlonnan Paul

D

Dana D.Johnson

R

+

+

llonnan Racine

DI

John Monteith

D

Willis Lord

R

Phy! 1 is Roberts

DI

~rry Kimball ___R
_

-r -

R

Nickerson

61

Fred Brodeur

DI

Ra] h White

R

+

y 'I +
£

1:
t

_'i _Y

18 Guy Nadeau

D

Ear l Bril 1

R

Daniel Warren

D

+- -

+

Steven Sher 1ock

D

John Tela.,

R I

John Aliberti

D

66

Brad Boutil i.er

D

67

r.re' Nadeau

DI

68

Jim Hand

DI

69

Ro er Pouliot

DI

70

Martin Ha den

71
72
73

t-

R

74

+

£ +

YY+--t-

75

t- +
+- -r

Albert Stevens

R

orYY+-£'
R

t-+-

Maria Holt

D

Pam Cahill

RI

Stephen Filler

D

Mar

RI

Small

James R. Coles

D

David Rose

R

Muriel llol lowa

RI

78 Rufus Stetson

R I

John Wal Jach

D

79

Susannah French

D

Earl Nichol son

R

Jeanne Be le

R

DI

y

Harlan Baker

DI

y '{

Daniel Edd

R

28

Merle Nelson

DI

29

Peter Manning

DI

Pauline No es

R

30 Joe Brannigan
31
32
33
34

DI

Ed Marcello

R

H. Craig Higgins

DI

t'" +-

-t-

'/ y
y

+

+-t-

Annette Hoglund

D
R

-t+

wflliam O'Gara

D

'I .'/ + -

Russell Day

R I

+++I-++ ,,
. -t-

i-

+ t- i

'+:

J.Robert Carrier DI
'Gera ld Hi! lock

R

-t-f
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MGLPA 'candidate's Questionnaire~~~~~Lest We Forget
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
is a statewide non-partisan organization
formed to educate the general pub I ic. pol iticians. and the media concerning lesbian and
gay issues. Our primary goals are to involve
the lesbian and gay community in Maine's
political process. promote civil rights.
develop and review legislation. endorse candidates. build coalitions. and network wiht
state and national huma n rights organizations. We are a membership organization.
(MLGPA. P .O. Box 108. Yarmouth. Me .
04096.
The MLGPA is not endorsing any candidates this year. To help the lesbian and gay
community make inte lligent decisions on
election day we are publishing the candidates' responses to our questionnaire. The
questionnaire was seht to all candidates for
statewide election: Sen. Cohen. Rep. Mit.chell. Rep. McKernan. Rep. Hobbins. Rep .
Snowe and Chip Bull. We a ppreciate the
candidates who responded to our
questionnaire.

1. Do you support the passage of the gay/lesbian Civil Rights Bill now pending in Congress (H.R. 2624) that would a.d d prohibitions against discrimination based on sexual orientation to the existing protections of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act? If elected would
you sign on as co-sponsor of HR 2624 -or
S241 ?
Mitchell: Protection under the Civil
Rights Act affirms that sexual orientation is
not a proper ground for denying people
housing, credit, and the means to make a living. I support such legislation .
Hobbins: Yes, I hav·e supported a similar
bill in the Maine State Legislature for 8
years, and if elected will support the Federal
Gay Rights Bill HR-2624 .

2.

Do you support increased fu~ding for
AIDS research? What will you/have you
done to implement your position?
Mitchell: I would support increased funding for the Center for Disease Control and
the National Institute of Health to increase
their ability to more quickly respond to national health emergencies , of which AIDS
is one. I might add, I will never support a
move to test persons for HTLV 3 antibodies
to evaluate employees, or to "register" any
group of persons .
Hobbins: Yes , iwould vote for increased funding .

3. Current immigration laws continue to
provide a basis for the exclusion of lesbians
and gays as a group from entering the US .
The 1979 order from the Surgeon-General
barring members of the Public Health Service from participating in the certification
process required (m~er law to legally bar a
suspected homosexual from entering this
country has provided some relief. while two
separate and contrary appelate rulings (Hill
in Calif. ·and Longstaff in Texas) have further clouded the issue.

FLA WED MIRROR (to Mark)

you ng man or woman suddenl y decide that
there is nothing left in the world for them,
He looks so nice.
die by their own hand when there's a whole
He's in his best suit.
world beyond that horizon.
He's dressed like he was for his
Perhaps that limited horizon is the cause.
graduation.
They see only what is there /where they are
His family was so proud of him.
in a view narrowed by crisis. the crisis that
will end their lives. a crisis without logic.
He liked birds.
He enjoyed the beauty of wing and
What then is the source of this crisis? These
feather.
young men and women are paying a price.
He was like them,
an internal punishment. for going against the
Strong yet delicate.
norm . for being sexually attracted to their
own sex.
Do you support efforts to reform the imHe looks so nice.
migration law to a!low foreign citizens the
This is not the sole factor though. for these
He's in his best clothes his parents
right to enter this country .w ithout regard to
individuals were .. unexpectedly born" inpicked for him .
sexual orientation'? If elected how would you
to a rural Maine. a rural environment with
They were so proud of his nature,
implement your position'?
that limited " horizon" which shrank into a
Hard working,
'
Mitchell: There is no rationale for using
tightness like a noose that could only be dealt
And the birds he collected.
So proud.
private and personal decisions as a criteria
with by a gun. a noose . or any of a dozen
Reflections of themselves,
for exclusion from this country. The purways that one can call death upon one's self.
So proud to say that he was their son .
pose of immigration exclusionary laws
So young to die . Those of us that have
should be to examine each case individualmanaged to survive the ordeal of ; 'coming
He looks so nice.
ly and determine immigration status based
out" our parents are fortunate. Sometimes
The cut of his suit is so smart,
on individual evaluation.
it takes more than strength. but also the luck
Not too o.utlandish,
Hobbins: Yes. I would support a bill to
of
supportive friends. even a supportive
Yet nice enough to please his parents.
repeal the anti-gay immigration restrictions.
relative. In a rural environment such· conditions might not exist. Havi ng faced the
They liked their children's
4. Military and Government Employment :
Perfect mirror reflection,
crisis of self-recognition. with its mixture
The basis for excluding lesbians and gays
But like glass
of elation and tem;r. the next most difficult
from sensitive positious is their alleged
It was too delicate,
coming out is telling our parents. Some
susceptibility to blackmail. Yet after over 30
Too fragile to last forever.
never do. but in a rural environment it takes
years of monitoring . our government canthe bravery of the highest kind to do it. for
He looks so nice.
not offer a single case in which homosex-it often is in isolation.
Such a loving, joyous son;
uality has been the cause 'for compromising
With the limited horizon of that life where
Someone a parent can be proud of.
the national security by a federal employee.
it's a struggle j ust to su rvive to begin ,,·ith.
He
always
tried
to
please
them.
Would you support legislation banning
parents react with varying degrees of igHe hid away what did not,
discrimination based on sexual orientatio n
·until he told them he loved another
norance. Guilt - ··where did we go
in all branches of the military?
man.
wrong? ..... What will the neighbors say? ..
5. Would you support legislation banning
Ami:er. And then the harshest tac tic. abanHe looks so nice.
disc rimination based on sexual orientation
do;ment. whether threatened or real. To the
His parents were so proud of him,
in all agencies of the federal government'?
individ ual facing this alone it' s all to<;> real
Their image;
Mitchell: 4. and 5. The issu~ is whether
and the pain grows. It grows until they can't
But they didn't love him ,
discrimination is tolerable. Our Civil Rights
take it and fall under the strain or ri se up
Only their image;
in strehgth.
laws are based on the premise that no segHe no longer was theirs, though,
ment of our society has the right to deny
For those that break though. it's an igHe loved other men.
basic rights to another segment of our sqcieThey no longer saw a son,
nominious ending. It's an ending by omisTheir love stoppP,d there.
ty . I will always fight for those nghts.
sion. There will be no rallies . There will be
Government and military employers should
no mass indignation. just sado. but perhaps
He looks so nice.
be in the fon;front of eliminating such
wiser parents who will not admit that their
He's happy I think.
only falling was not loving enough their all.
discriminatory practices.
He felt their pain
too-human offspring.
Hobbins: Yes. but if the Mondale/Ferraro
And a deeper pain ,
ticket is elected, legislat ion won't be
It's e:rand to rallv be] use of the trae:ic
He was not what they expected.
death ;fa e:av mall b'eat n to death b\' thr~e .
necessary as they have pledged to issue exHe was not their image.
fou r or five assailants. I is good that we do
ecutive ordeTS prohibiting discrimination
A flawed mirror.
so. but let us not fore:et at there are those
against lesbians -and gay men in Federal
He looks so nice.
men and women. br~the sand sisters . that
government and the military.
Will they bury him in the suit?
die by their own hands because of their own
self-hatred (internal homop~obia). doubting
~
·.·.·.·.•.·.
their self worth . Like the alcpholic lesbian
by H. Bruce Baldwin
or gay man. we tend to forgeN\1at they s~
fer and die because we have not yet achievIn a world where tragedy is the stock and
ed our rights as human beings .' Remember
trade of the news media. the suicide of a 20
them too. They are martyrs for the cause as
~)~ •. •. •
year-old man in a rural coastal Maine town
well.
seems to be almost anti-climatic. It doesn't
receive mass media attention. It is .often
glossed over in the obituary column as " died
unexpectedly ". But why? Why would a
:::
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PRAIRIE SHOW
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A d r - by Marsha Norman
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A classic American drama
by Carson McCullers
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MON.

T-Shirt Night 1st & 2nd drinks 1/, price with Cycles, Steamers or
Limited Edition T-Shirt

TUES.

$6.00 for all the single bar liquor drinks or domestic beer you can
legally drink. 8:00 to closing.

WED.

50 Cent Drafts All Night

THURS.
FRI.

2-4-1 on everything all night.
Western Night Second bar liquor drink or domestic beer free if
you wear 501's, cowboy boots or hats

SAT.

Leather Night Second bar liquor drink or domestic beer FREE if
you wear leather vest, jacket, jeans or chaps
,

SUN.
DAILY•

Bartender's Night Specials all day and night
2-4-1 BAR LIQUOR & BEER OPENING TO 8:00 PM

J
ii

~Portland Police, Gays Open Dialogue!
In early September the staff of the Gay
People's Alliance wrote to Frank Amoroso,
Chief of Police in Portland, with a request
for opening up a dialogue between the gay
community and the police department.
Amoroso 's response was prompt and enthusiastic. Captain Steve Roberts was
assigned as liaison. Roberts mer with the
GPA staff to cJiscuss mutual concerns. A further meeting, open to anyone, was set for
Friday, November 9 at 7:00at the Gay Peop le 's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.
The fo llowing is an interview with Captain Roberts. I thank him for his honesty and
sincere enthusiasm .
·
Interview with Capt. Roberts
Fred: I am not aware of a lot of problems
between the Portland Police Department and
the gay community. but it doesn't seem as
if we've developed much of a relationship
either. How do you see this?
Capt. Roberts: I agree that there has never
been a lot of communication. There never
seemed to be any organization for us to contact. I'm really happy that we finally seem
to have broken the ice. The biggest fear that
we have is that the isolation that the gay people feel from the police department - the
feeling that we don't work for them - keeps
us separated . Now we have the opportunity
to get together so people can see that the
police department is made up of people.
Some officers will react just as the civilian
population. We aren't all " guiding lights ...
We have our people who are indiscreet.
That's ,,·here I come in. If gay people have
problems with members of the Portland
Police Department. we certainly want to
hear about it and we'll take disciplinary action so that we can impro~e our image with
gay people. As far as we're concerned. the
· minority status is really in your own heads.
I hope that you will come forth and deal with .
us as individual officers·.
Fred: How can we improve communication
b.etween gay people and the, pQlice?
Capt. Roberts: ·Well. the police department
is now aware of the Gay Alliance. We're

by 'Fred Berger!!"!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

hopmg down the line to establish training for are reported to the police department may
our officers specifically in this area. Also, occur in Deering Oaks·or somewhere nearwe're hoping to encc:mrage gay people to by as a result of a visit there, but they are
report crimes or incidents where they need reported as · occurring somewhere else .
help. If an individual feels that he is being That's a problem for prosecution in the long
discriminated against, please bring it to the run if we catch somebody.
attention of the administration of the depart- Fred: What can be done to improve the proment because we are not in favor of that sort blem of non-reporting of crimes?
of activity and we would certainly d~ Capt. Roberts: We have to look for altereverything in our power to bring it to a nate ways of getting information, such as
giving people the opportunity to report
screeching halt.
I think our relations have been very good crimes anonymously. We would encourage
in Portland for the most part. We are aware that . Let us know the dates, times, and
that there., are some problems out there but places. Describe the assailants, their
without some reporting we really can't res- vehicles. Give us a description of how the
thing occurred. Were you set up? Did
pond very well to them.
Fred: Have you seen much evidence of somebody make believe that he was gay. and
then act as an ambush? If we know what
" fag-bashing" in Portland?
'
Capt. Roberts: We are aware that it is oc- happened we can deploy our policeman undercover policemen - into an area where
curring , through rumors and second , third
and fourth-hand information. We've had this is known to be occurring . If it's as big
some reporting of these types of incidents a problem as some of you folks have sug- '
gested, we have to set up some decoy operaand we've had some successful prosecution.
tions. From a crime reporting standpoint,
We deal with this as a very serious crime,
it's almost non-existent. Actual reported inan aggravated assault be.ing a felony. We
pursue it as we would any other felony . cidents are very, very low, so I don't deploy
for them. If we find out it is a major procrime . The fact that it's a gay person who
blem and we have a mechanism in place to
is a victim Feally never enters into the inaccept those kinds of reports, then obviously
vestigation . It ' s a person who has been
the police forces wm be put to use to catch
assaulted by somebody else . The motivation
the ones who are doing this.
behind that is not something that the police
I would suggest that the Gay People's
have to.concern themselves with. That's the
Alliance would become a .g o-between for
District Attorney's and the Court's
those_people who are fearful of r~cognition,
consideration.
who seek anonymity and still fear talking to
Fred: Why do you think. gay people are
the police. If they could call GPA and leave
reluctant to report assaults to the police?
C_apt. Roberts: We recognize the stigma, . information about the crime, then have that
information relayed to us without names, ,
the social no,.,n. -acceptance if you will, of gay
that' would be the best alternative to non-·
people as a "Yhole . The homophobia, as it
reporting. Non-reporting is a terrible situais referred to , is a fact of life. The fear that
tion . Then the information could be brought
it would be brought out in the newspapers,
to Crime Analysis. and to my attention so I
the fact that you are in Deerin·g Oaks. Of
could deploy around it.· The key to the sucall the places to go , that has got to be one
of the low points for a person who has ' cess of that would be if the person could
leave a name and a way to get back in touch
declared themself to be gay. I think most of
with the victim , so that if, from the inforthe declared gays will stay out of there . It's
mation that was g&thered there-was enough
the experimenters , the married men who are
information to catch somebody, then . we
dabbling in it. The fear of what wili hapwould have a _wa;y _to at least give tl]at vicpen. the discovery, is a major factor in
tim the option of prosecution at that point. ,
bringing out a report of this type . We
Perhaps part of the fear ·o f reporting to the
recognize also that some of the assaults that

police is "w~II they're not going to catch
· them anyway.'' A good percentage of the
time that's true, and therefore they would
have been put in the position of embarassment, of perhaps public ridicule over
something that. in the end .didn't result in
anything. If this half-step method, where
they could give us the details without their
name, were used, maybe that would remove
one of the reasons for not reporting.
Fred: I have heard that applicants to the
Portland Police Department must take a lie
detector test and that one of the questions
asks if the applicant has ever had sexual relations with someone of the same sex. Is this
true?
Capt. Roberts: Yes, there is such a question. There are a number of other questions
as well. The only intent of these questions
is not the content of the answers but the
truthfulness on the part of the applicant. The
mere fact that you said yes to any of the
questions alone is not going to result in your,
not being hired. On the other hand, lying
about a situation would probably bring about
termination because it's a matter of
truthfulness. There are also question~ about
whether the applicant has stolen anything or
ever used drugs.
·
Fred: So if someone made it known that ,
they \}'ere gay' would that disqualify them
from the police department?
Capt. Roberts: No it wouldn't. ·
Fred: Are there any openly gay or lesbian
members of the police department now?
Capt. Roberts: Not openl'y, that I am aware
of. I am aware that some candidate.s in the
past have made that known, but I don't know
what the outcome was - ·whether they were
hired or not. That would be something worth
studying. I don't believe that has ever been
the grounds not to hire someone.
Fred: What do you think the_reaction would
be within the police department if an open'.
ly gay person were hired or if a current
police officer came out?
·
Capt. Roberts: I think probably one of sur~
prise. I think it would cause the person a
great deal of problems .' I think that the
' policemen as a _wh9le woulcj not be very _a9~

continued on page 11
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By Elze
At the end of August, approximately six
tive thing I'm doing . And I'm talking about
weeks after Charlie Howard 's murder, Elze
how the causes that led to Charlie's death
inter;viewed members of the Bangor A,;ea
affect people in many ways. It's not just
Gay.Lesbian-Straight Coalition (BAGLSC).
Charlie; it-'s the oppression of people in any
Two straight members, Lee Giles and . kind of minority position.
Richard McCready , and Ray Bemis, Marty
I've found a lot of understanding workSabol, Bob Garrecht, Brenda Miller and .ing with the women in the community.
Diana W. shared iriformation on the coaliThat's another thing that's come out. I
tion and/ he changes_they and the community
hadn't made contact with women in the comhave experienced in , the aftermath of munity before; there was no cause to . This
Howard's death. BAGLSC can be contacted
has caused it. There's a lot of wonderful
at Box 1805, Bangor, Maine 04401.
ideas and interesting people, and it's
coalesced a lot of energy in me to make
DE: How were you changed by Charlie's
some changes. I'm still 'sad to think it took
death?
a man 's death to cause this, but I'm really
MS: I was real aware of the kind of
glad for the changes.
violence being directed towards gay men in
DW: I don't know if I'd call it paranoia;
this town. There had been a number of init seems like a real natural response to a real
cident.s leading up to the death. But it hit like
threat. When I go home , just before i turn
a sledgehammer. It's made me more·
the corner, my stomach tightens up and I
paranoid than I've ever been in my life. I'm
think, "I hope it's still there; I hope it hasn 't
a ]pt. Jess inclined to walk around town alone
been vandalized.'' I'm more ''out'' now. I
at night. There's certain neighborhdods I
feel like I've made myself more-vulnerable.
avoid. I've never felt that way about Bangor.
There is a lot of fear - and a lot of anger.
I'm intensifying my "back-burner"
At the hearings there's so much tension , and
thoughts about finding someplace els_e to
it's all.on a feeling level, though there have
live. It feels real uncomfortable . Going to
been some threats made in the courthouse.
the hearings and sensing the intense hatred
I've really had to deal with my prejudices
on the part of a lot of the people is really
against gay men. That has been unexpected .
scary. I'm being more careful.
I've realized how destructive it is that there 's

society .
DE: So, are you talking about gay male
lifestyles? Is that the issue?
DW: I didn 't say that; you did. I'm trying to be diplomatic.
DE: You just have your minds too much
on sex, Marty. That's all there is to it. That's
what she must be trying to say. (Laughter)
DW: I'm not saying that all lesbians channel their energy into positive social change.
But I feel more solidarity with gay men as
a result of this . Like-Bob was:saying, I've
never dealt with them in organizatior.s and
I've faced my own cynicism and pessimism
about the possibilities of working together
and doing something productive.

''I became more politically involved. I'm putting energy
into making a·change in the community ... And I'm making it a point.to discuss the issues and to make personal
contact with people.''
·

DE: How have the rest of you changed?
RM: It woke me up to what was happening in the community. I didn't know Charlie
personally, even though he was a member
of the cqurch. When I heard about his death ,
at first I didn't make the connection that he
was killed because he was homosexual. I
came to the vigil and it became clear to me
"I'm a lot less inclined to waJ_k around town alone at that he was killed by some punks who exnight. There's certain neighborhoods I avoid. I've never pected to reap some praise for it. Then it
began to dawn on me - ''What is this
felt that way aboQt Bangor ... I'm being more caref1,d." · homophobia?·''
this divisiveness within the gay communiI hadn't known very many gays or lesBut I'm more inclined to seek out and
ty . Our causes are virtually the same. While bians. Since I hadn 't been involved with
organize with people who feel the same way
we're very different populations, we're both them as gays and lesbians , it was just a part
I do. This coalition is a good example. I have
oppressed and have many of the same issues. of their life that J wasn't privy to or para . great interest in seeing it turn into
I've changed in being more political , being ticularly interested in. When I began to
something and having some positive action
more active , going through more proper wonder about what could po:,sibly be so
. come ·from it. In the past month I've taken
channels (I' m really into partisan politics) , dangerous about being gay or lesbian that
time to meet up with other gay people in
developing more realistic goals and doing one gets murdered for it, and how could this
town and other -people in general, and I've
homophobia be so rampant around here , I
less talking and more doing .
talked about the issue in a way that I haven' t
DE: Diana, what prejudices towards gay joined the coalition and met a lot of gay and ·
before.
men do you feel you've confronted?
lesbian people and began to get an
BG: I've felt anger and sadness and I still
DW: I hesitate to call it homophobia understanding of what they're up against. It
have those feelings once in awhile. I became
because I'm a lesbian. It's not a lesbian seemed to me this was something worth
more politically involved. I'm putting
issue; it's an issue I have with a lot of gay focusing on. My own daughter picked up
energy into making a change in the commen.
so~e homophobic attitudes at Bangor High.
munity. I don't think I can change some peoI was pretty shockec! to hear some of the
DE: What? What's the issue?
ple's attitudes who h,lve already made up
DW: I see there's a lot of work .to be things she said . I felt it was time to do
their minds, but I s·ee a lot of people out
done. I don ' t know a lot of gay men; I something to create some change. In my life
there who aren 't saying a lot, or who are
mildly supportive. And,I'm making it a point haven't dealt with a lot of gay men. It seems I had seen a fe\y instances of people being
like there' s a lot of energy that's not being harrassed for being homosexual. It's. easy
to discuss the issues and to make personal
channeled into constructive change in to just not get involved. It was never my
contact with people -- ~hat's the most effecagenda. Now) am involved.
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In asking myself the question, ' 'Where
does this homophobia come from and what
is it all about?", I had to start looking into
myself. Where did I get the ideas I have
about myself? What kind of trips are laid on
us? It's opened up a whole new area of exploration for me. I'm exploring my own
manhood and I've joined the Men's Educational Network which was formed by
members ofihe coalition as a men's support
group. I'm looking forward to a lot of involvement and growth here .
LG: I was shocked. I did know Charlie.
I was stunned. I had never known a person
who was murdered before, for one thing ,
and then I ·realized pretty quickly what was

going on. As members of the church we
came to the vigil. I've been coming steadily since and I've been wondering why. Not
to say that this isn ' t an issue that's important, because it is important. But where is
my energy coming from? I'm getting a lot
out of this, to say nothing of what I can put
into it. I've done only one really lf>Vert thing,
which was speaking in front of the Board
of Education. It's breaking down a bunch
of stereotypes. It 's making me examine who
I am as a woman and to feel more comfortable with that, which I've always, since I
was a child, felt out o(. line about. Even
though I'm heterosexuai, I was always out
of line. It's a good way of working through
this. I've always had some good friends who
were gay but was never aware of the dangers
and the stresses. I never knew about that part
of their lives. It' s been an eye-opener. But
for myself I think it's an _extension of, "If
everyone is alright as they are, then I' m
alright , too ." It's a real powerful thing.
RB: It sounds like a ''coming out.''
That' s a big part of it - accepting ourselves
as OK .
DW: That reminds me of one thing I've
been doing more which is calling people on
their sexist language and their heterosexist
assumptions, where I might have been more
inclined to let them go before . They can't
get away with it; they shouldn't be permitted to get away with it. I feel much more
motivated to make those changes on a real
personal level.

OUR
BOOKS
4 PINE .ST.
PORTLAND, ME.
(Longfellow Sq.)
• •••

New and Us~d Paperbacks
GAY, LESBIAN, FEMINIS1 BOOK

RB: Charlie's death has helped me make. ever seen so many Bangor people in the old, not out to his parents , really discreet structure and one person is selected, usualthe connections between my oppression and
same room . That was a real switch . It's still
anyway - what are his options? Go to the ly on a rotating basis, to represent the task
the oppression of women. I think it was after
the same place. There's still the cliques. But
Bangor Police?!? What are they going to force on the Steering Committee. The Steerthe second meeting here. A handful of us
I .think there's a thaw. Things were much
say? "Where were you? " "Well, you don't ing Committee operates by majority rule.
stayed afterwards for an interview , and I left
.
more uptight in the past.
belong at Kenduskeag Stream." That's .the
BG: I'd say there's-about 50-60 people at
· the church very late and I went out of the
-DE: Any pontical involvement ·up here
sort of response we 'd get from the police.
recent meetings. There were a lot more peochurch and there were three men standing prior to Charlie's death?
Why bother?
pie in the begip.ning and now there are a lot
across the street and-one said, "Say, fella , "
DW: Nothing organized. We are workWe are , in a somewhat organized way, ·less men. We have recognized that as a proand I was just horrified.I was terrified . I ing on getting a Gay Democratic Group goreporting these incidents in-house. One man blem. It's not clear what the cause is . We
came back into the church and got a couple ing. Before, I would have been a member
is taking responsibility for logging any in- have to contact those men and see how we
of men to walk me to my car a block down or involved, but I wouldn't have been
cidents for people who don't feel free to go can reach some mutual goals . We're still
the street. When we went out there were two spearheading it. I think it's been an end proto the police or the D.A., or who do and emerging as an organization.
police cruisers there talking to them. So, I duct of my work in the coalition· which was
don't get any response .
MS: Personally, I hate big meetings . I
went home . I locked the car doors on the a result of Charlie's death . There 's definitely
''When I began to wonder about what could possibly be
drive home . I went into the house and here a lot more cohesiveness. There was none
are two of my roommates, lesbians, and I before.
so
dangerous about being gay or lesbian that one gets
said, "My God , I know the fear you have
MS: Over the years it has just been Wildemurdered for it, and how could this homophobia be so
lived with as women all your lives. " I had Stein. Being a student organization at UMO,
always known in my mind the potential for some years there ' s all kinds of people and
rampant around here, I joined the coalition."
violence , but it was never real. I came to some years it just dies. There's no consisThe Legal Task Force is focusing all its think a lot of people burned out on the big
the realization that our causes are the same tent effort. There's no bar in town, no comattention
right now on the trial - seeing to meetings. I know I get real frust_rat!!d.
whether we're gay or lesbian or straight, and munity center, nothing to really sustain the
it that people gather ahead of time and know There's just not time nor the attention span
a feeling of really needing to bind together. community. The Unitarian Church seems to
what this particular hearing is going to be to accomodate everyone'~ opinions. I think
DW: I developed an empathy for gay men have been the focus of activity over the
about,
and then meet afterwards to get clear those people who have stopped coming to
as being vulnerable . Gay men are years.
.
on what we're going to say to the press. I meetings are still interested and are there to
vulnerable ...
DE: Do you think the community would
can foresee this group, after the trial is over, be tapped.
RB: And extremely naive! Lesbian- ·have come together at some point without
keeping tabs on the harrassment.
LG: The large group meets almost weekfeminists have been aware of the oppression someone dying? Or, did Bangor need
DW: In answer to your question regarding ly . I am curious as to how many other
but it brought it down to concrete terms for . something this tragic to get people moving?
violence and harrassment against lesbian~, straight people there are. I'm trying to gear
me.
· DW: I think, unfortunately, it definitely
.
it does happen . I've had things thrown at myself up to ask for just a one-time caucus.
BM: I went through some real dramatic required something this drastic to wake peome; I've been called names. But it's not as
RM: I have a theory as to why the number
emotional stuff after Charlie's death. The ple up. I saw no trend towards people getdon't
if
of
men has dwindled. Most of the women
prevalent,
for
whatever
reasons.
I
major thing was coming to terms with this ting together. And I don't see this as a conit's
because
we're
less
visible,
or
we
blend
have
been into social activities with N.O.W.
battle I've had going on with myself between' tinuing trend. I really don't. The members
better, or because men in this society get and other organizations for years. I think
fear and anger - which one was going to in- are dwindlig and you can see a lot of
more attention than women. You say more of the men have not been involved in
fluence what I actually did in my life. For divisiveness happening.
"homosexuals" and only men come to peo- social activism and once the sensationalism
too long in my life I've let fear dominate me
DE: You mean that you don't feel the acpie's minds .
died down they may have felt out of place.
and I've constantly been afraid to do things
tivism in Bangor will be a continuing trend?
BM:
A
woman
who
spoke
at
the
vigil
said
BG: My own experience is that I've just
because of the fear of getting hurt. I got real
DW: No, I mean that the cliquishness, the
something
real
important;
that
the
violence
begun
to learn about feminist theory. I've
angry. I got in touch with my anger over separateness in the community is not
against Charlie was an act against feminini- learned a lot of useful things that have af"I hadn't made contact with women in the community ty, an act of '1iolence against women - that fected my, personal life. I feel awkward in
women are so hated in our society . I thought dealing with them. The feeling of awkwardbefore; there was no cause to. This has caused it."
that was an excellent point.
ness invites me to withdraw. It's very difMS: It's not particularly macho for a man ficult for me to verbalize some of my ideas
harrassment and abuse I've taken - things necessarily going to change. While there
to beat a woman. It doesn't get the same kind when these women seem so much clearer.
that have hlippened to me in my past. It all was an initial "let's get together," I think
of acclaim as when a man duels with another But I know my ideas are important and that's
came to a head and I got to a point where everyone recognizes the importance of
man. It's a combination of misogyny and the why I go ahead and verbalize them anyway.
I said, "I'm mad as hell and I'm not going working together, I don 't see all the barriers
macho image that needs to be fed - three men Where I used to be in the male position of ·
to take it anymore. '' I decided to make some breaking and everyone embracing. I think
killing another man.
" knowing things, " it's very uncomfortable
personal changes - quitting my job and fil- there are a bunch of people very dedicated
RB: He was threatening to the male ranks to be in "unfamiliar territory. " That's part
ing sexual harrassment charges against my to the coalition. I don't think it's going to
because he was very feminine. He wasn ' t of my growing process and I think there are
boss . It prompted me to ask for a lot of sup- dwindle and fade out. I think it will persist.
living up to their standards of maleness . He other men who might share t_hat. I think
port. I feel like I can do something. I was
DE: Marty, you mentioned that harrasswas a traitor.
there are some men who can relate to that.
in a lot of denial before.
ment and violence against gay men has been
DE: Some of you alluded to changes in around in Bangor for some time with a lot
"I got in touch with my anger over harrassment and abuse
the gay and lesbian community in this part of frequency . And Diana , what about
I've taken in my past. It all crune to a head and I got to
of the state as a result o( Charlie 's death . violence against lesbians?
a point where I said, 'I'm mad as hell and I'm not going
What was it like before?
MS: There's very few social outlets in
DW: There wasn't any .
town. One way gay men have of meeting
to take it anymore.' ''
RB: I went to a dance last night at Wilde- each other and socializing is in rest areas and
DE: Let's talk about the coalition - how
MS: Diana and I spent about six hours one
Stein . There were all these men who had the parks - Kenduskeag Stream, up from the
it
got
started,
its
structure,
the
composition
day
mulling this· 1over. I think there's a
come out of the woodwork. It was bridge - there's a big park there . There' s
of the group , how it has changed since its
dynamic
unique to lesbians and gay men
wonderful!
been a lot of harrassment there - windshields
inception.
when we get together . The general society
MS: I think Bangor's a real cliquey town . broken , people getting beat up . In May , a
RB: After the vigil, we were standing out- seems to be a lot more misogynist than the
There ' s many small , private, closed groups good friend of ours was chase by three high
side of the police station and §.Omeone ask- gay community . In some of the conflict that
of men and women. The first couple school boys aJI the way into town to the
ed , "When is the next meeting? " We said , happened at the first meetings when we were
meetings of the coalition there were 150 to 7-Eleven store. Right in the 7-Eleven park" Next week this time at the Unitarian trying to come up with a structure, there
200 people there; it was the first time I'd ing lot they beat him up! Here's an 18 yearChurch!" And we've. been meeting ever were a number of out and out arguments on
since.
the floor .
DW: The coalition is composed of task
There was a homophobia workshop done
forces established to meet certain ends by members of the Bangor Take Back the
Political , Legal, Media , Social Support,
Night Coalition earlier in the summer. A
Education, Speaker's Bureau, and Funding.
MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB
continued on page ·10
The task forces are working on a consensus
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follo~-up workshop scheduled before the Nothing ~ery dramatic at this time. I'm commurder was initially going to be open. A ing because of my own needs. my own
spokeswoman announcing it at a coalition growth. It feels good to be able to dump my
meeting made the comment that they decid- own homophobia. I started relating to not
ed they didn't want to do the work for the just a few gays and lesbians once in awhile,
men ; they didn't want to put energy into but getting to know a lot of gays and lesmen . Anyone who has a feminist analysis bians, know what their issues are. what
can understand that remark very clearly. I they're l_ike as people. And learning once
think some men understood that, but I think · and for all there is absolutely nothing wrong
a lot of men were offended by that. My in- with being gay or lesbian. It was a great
troduction to feminism was, " My God , am relief to discover that.
I all that bad!" (Laughter) I think a lo(of
LG: I think we're both getting more vermen have that attitude initially - "What did bal. We're talking with people. I'm not letI do wrong?" It led to tension and hostility . ting stuff pass anymore. Ifs useful to speak

"I think we have to understand our own oppressive
behavior ...! incur new garbage every once in awhile. It's
not very pleasant. I have to get rid of it and I do. I think
a lot of that does come out when gay men and lesbians
come together for the first time ... We are dealing with it.''
BG: I think we have to understand our
own oppressive behavior; it's an education
we all have to go through, both lesbians and
gay men. We have learned it as little kids .
Some of that's still hanging on. I know it
is with me . I incur new garbage every once
in awhile. It's not very pleasant. I have to
get rid of it and I do. I think a lot of that
does come out when gay men and lesbians
come together for the first time. It's fertile
ground for that ugliness we don't want to
embrace, but get rid of. It's going to t~ke
time to deal with it. We are dealing with it.
I know I am .
DW: There's a negative side, I think, to
the fact that lesbians have had a lot of experience in social activist or,ganizations. We
can learn from those experiences and really
· benefit from them, but one problem was that
they were anticipating problems because of
past bad experiences. At the first meeting
there were some real divisive things done.
It was like, "We're going to prevent these
things from happening , " but what they did.
I think, was draw attention to potential prob.lems and to alienate a lot of people .
DE: Who's "they," Diana?
DW: Some women .. . some of the
feminists who came on real strong. I think'
delivery is everything. It's really unfortunate
that things were said. that really offended
some people. It could have been re..yorded
a little bit and people might have said,
"Yeah, that's a real good idea."

up as a straight person. I spoke up as a
parent at the School Board meeting because
I thought that would have clout.
DE: Do any of you have any reaction to
what Richard is saying - that his primary
reason for being in the coalition is for his
own personal growth? I most often experience this as a woman - distrust for men
who express an interest in women's issues
because of their own personal growth , using our energy and work to grow, and when
they've grown, are they going to go off and
we'll be left holding the bag for social
change??
DW: I feel what's utmost here is that we
have a problem and the more people we having working on it the better, and if someone
is being educated in the process, then that ' s
· one more educated person. And even if they
leave the coalition, there 's one'more for our.
side and maybe they'll spread the education .
I wish there were more straight p,eople
involved.
BG: I'm willing to invest my time to
educate someone if they're going to take that
and it's going to be useful. I'm not willing
to risk it if they're just going to use me to
entertain themselves . It's a risk that has to
be taken . I'm going to risk within the limits
of my capabilities. I'm 'n ot going to burn
myself out. I'm going to find people who
appear to be good investments. But once I've
made a decision that those people are genuinely interested and I do the work, I can't

"I'm not letting stuff pass anymore. It's useful to speak
up as a straight person. I spoke up as a parent at the
School Board meeting because I thought that would have
clout."
DE: .Richard and Lee, what is it like being fo a largely gay and lesbian group?
LG: While I was aware I was a tiny
minority in this very large group - perhaps
how you guys feel all the time (and at the
first few meetings I was real aware of that),
I was aware you guys were not going to beat
me up . I'm not sure you all ha~ that
awareness.
RM: Basically it feels good.
LG: Yes , it really feels good. It brings
out the essential humanness. It cuts the crap. DE: What do you feel you can offer the
coalition as straight people?
RM: I don ' t know. I'm going to keep
coming to meetings. · I usually go to the
Public Education Task Force. I'm committed to the coalition and what it stands for .
I don't know what I can offer the coalition.

hold on to the results of that and if they go
off and do something else, I'll just have to
say, ''I better look at the next person I
choose more carefully. '' I have to let them
be free people.
DW: I think it's very important that we
have straight people involved ·in this coalition - that we're more mainstream and that
we ' re not a single-issue, separatist
organization.
UE: Why?
DW: Primarily to show we ' re not this
self-seeking monster. Many people see it as
just a gay issue . And for people to take their
time and energy and put it into an organization that's not really their battle, though oppression is everyone's battle, but to put their
energy into this particular issue when it
doesn ' t directly affect them . I also think it's
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important that other straight people see
straight people involved and know that it ' s
OK to be a straight person and still be supportive of gays - to break down those
barriers.
DE: Are you saying it adds more
credibility to the group that there are straight
people involved?
DW: Yes.
DE: How so?
DW: I'm not ready to answer that question . (Laughter)
MS: I don't think the gay community has
a lot of credibility in the general society .
LG: The gay community does not need
to be supported as if it were ineffectual. I
would definitely waht to take a back seat role
in this and it's real important that the gay
community be in control.
BM: I think it's real important for us to
realize we're not each other's enemies .
LG: I found the murder real scary .
There's a gut connection I feel.
DE: What I hear in what you"re saying ,
Lee. is, "If it's him for that reason. it could
be me next because l wear a peach-colored
blouse .·· (Note : Lee was wearing a peachcolored blouse. )
LG: Exactly.

"It's very difficult for me to verbalize some of my ideas
wben these women seem so much clearer. Where I used
to be in the male position of 'knowing things,' it's very
uncomfortable to in 'unfamiliar territory.' That's part
of my growing process and I think there are other men
who might share that."
DE: So what are the task forces doing?
BG: The_ Social /Support Task Force is
getting a list together of support groups in
the area and distributing that information parents of gays ; gays and lesbians: the
Men's Educational Network for gay ,
straight and bisexual men ; a group for
children of gay parents may be forming . I
also hope to form a network through correspondence with other organizations in the
state who may be able to give us support
when we need it.
MS: The Legal Task Force has been
monitoring the trial and keeping the coali tion updated on any developments . The goal
is to make sure justice is done.
DE: What do you mean by that?
MS: We want to make sure a lot of peopie are there at the hearings just to see that
no bogus stuff happens inside that courthouse and, if it does, that it gets reported
_
and that people are aware.
RM: I think we ' ve been operating under
the assumption that the Attorney General 's
Office has an interest in winning this case.
I don ' t see that th~y do. They have an interest in appearing to handle it responsibly.
But I don 't see they have a vested interest
in winning it .

DE: So, if the Legal Task Force and coalition find that things are going wrong with
the judicial proceedings , what ar~ you going to do abm,1t that?
. MS: Find resources that will prevent that
from continuing. We are in touch with national organizations that are much more
adept at this sort of trial.
1

207 ) 772 -4137
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more were realized at last Monday's Bangor
School Committee meeting. (See Our
Paper.October 1984)
DE: Do a·ny of you feel any ambivalence
or conflict over what you want to see as the
outcome of these judicial proceedings?
MS: Never in my life have I been in so
much support of a prosecutor and never have
I so despised people being cha~ed with a
crime as right now . Jt bothers the hell out
of me. I ·think the prison system sucks. I
don't think people learn how to not be ,
criminals by being in jail. But I really
despise those three gu)'S ~ho killed Charlie.
A big part of me feels that if they get a
sentence consistent with other murderers'
sentences, that ' s the right thingin-t-hi.s situation . And I have a real problem say ing that.
That ' s the ambivalence.
DW: I don't want to see them getting off
in four years. I don ' t want to see them having to spend twenty- fiy e years in jail. The
whole penal code is terrible. I don"t think
deterrence works . I don 't think rm going
to be satisfied no matter what happens . I feel
like these kids are ve ry dangerous still. I
don ' t feel any remorse from those guys. I
don't feel it from their friends . I don't want
the precedent set that it's OK to kill gays .

"These kids thought they'd be praised for it ... There are
adults who led them to believe this, who allowed them
to believe this. L want the maximum attention, the
spotlight, focused on these adults and these cultural institutions that fostered this belief in these kids.''

a feminist bool\store
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The first account in the Bangor Daily
News clearly set up an incredible bias
against Charlie. It clearly made the point that
he was not from around here , that he was
unemployed, that he lived in a transient .
· hotel , that he was swishy. I'm convinced
that this sort of bias will carry through.
DW: The Political Task Force has six
goals. Our primary one is a city ordinance
.against harrassment because we feel we can
get that . Seattle, Washington has such an ordinance. It would identify it as a civil rights
issue . We're also tying in with N .O .W. and
doing candidate research and seeing how we
can get people elected who are supportive .
. We're also doing voter registration and encouraging people to become notaries . And,
as was mentioned. earlier , tl"'J i ng to start a
Bangor Chapter of a- Gay Democratic
/organization. This will be a separate
organization as the coalition wants the option of getting non=profit status, so the coalition can't be officially affilitated with partisan politics .
RM: As I was getting more and more interested in the roots of homophobia. I
gravitated towards the Public Education
Task Force and what we 're doing right now
is celebrating because all of our agendas _a nd
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One of those kids is only 15 years old . I'm
real torn by this.
RM: I don't want them to get off too Lightly and I don 't want to make martyrs out of
them. I don ' t want to see their entire lives
ruined . There may be something good in
. continued on page 11
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~An Interview with Capt. Steve. Roberts
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cepting , ever though they are trained not to to you?" I don 't know whether to call you
discriminate against people. Honestly . · gays, or homosexual s or what. Policemen
' Realistically I don't see that it's at all im- as a whole are dealing with that same kind
possible , nor do I see if it happened it would of difficul,ty. I've talked with Phil Gautreau
be grounds to have somebody leave. If the al5out the potential of having a session where
person was willing to admit publicly that some of the folks would come in and talk
they were gay, then they must be prepared to some of our police officers. I think for the
to accept tbat kind of consequence. As a con- most part we're a pretty accepting bunch.
sequence I think the organization would We're interested in doing for people or else
grow and accept it. lt wouJd take a while. we wouldn't be in this position .
What would the reaction be in any organiza- Fred: Is it true that the police department
tion? I'm sure you'd be dealing with the spoke to sailors from ships at Bath Iron
same kind of situation whether it ' s an in- Works about the gay bars in Portland?
sura nce company or a bank or anywhere Capt. Roberts: Yes, when they first came
else.
in we went down and visited the crews of
Obviously policemen are built up by the the ships. We explained to them that the cimedia as macho , big "Dirty Harry" types ty of Portland is an open city, a tolerant ci- the big bad rough-tough guy who can take ty, and that is has a large number of gay
anything . To an extent their social beliefs bars. W.e said that if they as Navy boys were
do fol]ow along those lines. So I think you not interested in those gay bar~, then they
could characterize the reaction as negative were to stay away from them. If they were
- initially.
1nterested, they they certainly were
Fred: So as it stands now , you think that welcome. We told the names . We hoped that
if a person were gay, they could remain on would avoid some conflicts and I think it has
the police force.
proven to be useful information to the ships.
Capt. Roberts: Sure, absolutely. They ' re I don 't know what your experief!ce has been
hired not for their sexual attitudes or with the guys from the Navy . So far , to my
behavior as such. provided that their ac- knowledge , the ships captains have ruled
tivities did not bring about discredit on the with an iron hand and kept the Navy in total
police force by viol';tion of law or miscon- check. We 've had almost no calls about the
duct that would bring about a problem in en- Navy since they've arrived.
forcing the law.
Fred: How many women police officers are
Fred: -What position would the Portland their in Portland?
Police Department take if a gay r;ghts or- Capt. Roberts: There are four right now ,
dinance were introduced on the city level? which is about three per cent.
Capt. Roberts: I don't think we would take Fred: Are there any special efforts to recruit
oppos ition to that kind of a bill. Our general women?
philosophy has always been that what is ac- Capt. Roberts: No, we're not making any
ceptable to the public is acceptable to us . I efforts to recruit anyone in particular. We
don ' t think we would take a position one advertise the openings and we usually get
way or the other. It would be up to the city 75 or 100 applicants for one or two posiofficials to decide the personnel policy tions. They are tested under the Civil Serwhich would govern largely what is done in vice ordinance, which screens out a good
the police department.
bunch . From there they are given
Fred: Do police officers receive any train- psychological assessments and physical
ing about dealing with gay people?
tests .
Capt. Roberts: No. The training that police Fred: So does that number reflect the
officers receive deals with social and ethnic number of women who are applying?
minority grou ps - blacks. Hispanics. French Capt. Roberts: Usually about 20 per cent
speaki ng people - with emphasis on the fact of the applicants are women, but only 2 or
that people are different and trying to accept 3 per cent actually make it . It's a difficult
them for what they are and deal specifical- field for women. There is a big turnover.
ly with gays. It' s kind of unfortunate because We do have one woman. Wendy Kirsten ,
I' m in the position. speaking to you now . who has been on the force for ten years. But
of wondering .. Is what rm saying offensive there have been a lot of women come and

go over the years. It's not the greatest life
that vigorously pu_rsues complaints against
in the world for a woman who has other police officers for .unprofessional behavior
a ltern a ti ves.
or misconduct. If somebody is discriminated
Fred: Any further comments?
against, if an officer gets into a name callCapt. Roberts: The police department· in
ing situation or if he just absolutely refuses
Portland is really trying to do everything that to deal with them, then that could be
it can to serve the people. I hope thi s interreported to the shift commander or they can
view will express to the gay people out there go d irectl.y to me . I can guarantee them that
that we are more than willing to serve. If there will be actions taken against an officer
they have a problem with a policeman, if the . for that kind of activity. It's not acceptable,
particular policeman that they are dealing it's not promoted and it will not be promoted
with is not willing to serve in a professional
within our police department . If nothin else
manner, then 'they certainly should be aware than that folks understand that we're here
that we have the means to identify those of- to serve them as well, then we 'ved acficers. We have an Internal Affairs Division complished something today .

OUR .PEOPLE continued
these kids at a later date. I just don't feel
OW: You're right . .I think they're; really
good about eve!} going to the court, though going to zero in on this asthma thing and that
I know it's important that I do go, that we all they' re guilty of is battery. I guess I was
show up in force. These kids believed they operating under the assumption that they'd
would be praised for what they did!
be found guilty of at least manslaughter or
BG: They celebrated with each other the reckless homicide, but I think they're goqueerbashing! ! I feel frustration that the · ing to try for battery.
justice system is the one responsible for
RB: I don't want to see them be martyrs .
handling this. I want something to happen. But, they killed a man. They should pay for
I'm angry. I'm frustrated that things aren't that. They're teenage boys. What is their
going well. I want this community to know future going to be?
it's not OK to go queerbashing. I want this
BM: I feel a lot of frustration and I'm
·community to know that violence will not afraid of what ' s going to happen. I want
be tolerated . I'm very uneasy about what the them to learn. Sometimes it takes the harcourts might do. They should be responsi- shest punishment. I'm trying not to expect
ble for what they did . I want to see them get too much.
a reasonable sentence.
LG: I have the same conflicts about the
OW: Regardless of what happens , I think worth of a ''murder -1 '' sentence and yet
it's significant that the District Attorney the need to make clear you can't do that. I
recommended they be tried as adults. What think these guys committed an adult crime.
I'm really enraged about is that they were They were strong enough to heave him,
set free on the grounds tney were not a threat strong enough to bash him, they were drivto society.
ing a car. I don't see why they s_hould be
MS: It always seems to happen along lines considered juveniles.
of race, class, sexual orientation. They are
RM: These !<;ids thought they'd be praissons of property owners in Bangor, but ed for . it. In that sense, they acted like
some black kid in the Bronx who rolls a li- children. That expectation is very childish.
quor store for $30 will rot in jail for a year There are adults behind this. They learned
until his court date comes up.
this in school, in church, at home, who
RB: I get the feeling that everyone's knows where. There are adults who led them
assuming they'll be found guilty. What to believe this, who allowed them to believe
scares me the most is that they will find them this. I want_ the maximum attentfon, the
not guilty. If that happens, what is going to spotlight, focused on these adults and these
happen to me thr.n?!?.
cultural institutions that fostered this belief
DE: Are you all assuming that?
in these kids. That's where the responsibility
DW: Yes.
lies. Whatever will serve that,-l'm in favor
RB: I think that's very naive. ·
_o f.

Five of the Justices of the United States SUPREME COURT are over the age of 75.
The next President will be able to pack the Court INTO THE NEXT CENTIJRY.
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by Phil Gautreau

A r(!port on the second meeting, held on Sun- day., October 14, 1984, at the Unitarian
Universalist Church in Bangor.
Like the overseers and builders of a new
house, members of Maine ' s lesbian/gay
community continue to work at constructing,
from the bottom up , the first statewide
political action group. Brainstorming continues to be the operative word during
meetings, and the majority of time spent
continues to be on determining which of all
possible organizational structures the group
should use in becoming an effective political
instrument for Maine's lesbian/gay community. As with all other building jobs, the
group is taking the time , and using the best
resources to get the job done right.
Currently , MLGPA, like the well
respected and politically savvy Boston Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance , is operating
without the formal structure and limitations
of other groups'. We ' re simply a group of
concerned people doing lesbian/gay rights
stuff. Suggestions have been made that we
should become a PAC (political action committee), or should file for 501-C3 or 501-C4
status as an organization, or that we might
become incorporated. Many of these suggestions would give us special tax-exempt
privileges, or would. give us the ability to
financially endorse political candidates . The
group is awaiting · the responses from
members of 8 statewide gay/lesbian
organizations. Groups from New Jersey to
Montana were asked to reply to questions
concerning the structure and successes of
their group. These replies will further guide

our decisions about the status of MLGPA ,
and will lend direction in writing our bylaws.
Other agenda items for the meeting ineluded the re-working of our purpose statement to replace the word bi-partisan (in
reference to the group ' s political status) to
non-partisan. It was thereby decided by
group members that GOP , Democratic , or
any other political caucuses within the group
would not be allowed .
MLGPA also has a new mailing ad<;lress,
it is: MLGPA, P.O. Box 108, Yarmouth ,
Maine 04096. Please write to this address
if you have any questions , or if you want
to send membership contributions but cannot attend a meeting.
As before, the time we had to discuss
agenda items at this meeting was too brief.
The next meeting will. include more time (4
hours) for discussion and de€ision making ,
and here's the time, date, and location of that
meeting:
Sunday, November 11
11 :00 a.m.
Luther Bonney Hall , Room 523
University of Southern Maine
Portland, Maine
See you there .. .

Mediation for
Lesbian and G-a y Couples'
by Gail Wright

'

-I
I

I'
}
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"Breaking up is so very hard to do." Nice
. words for a sad song, but for many ·lesbian
and gay couples breaking up is devastating.
We find ourselves in a society that does not
provide for or validate our relationships , let
along the ending of one. For heterosexual
couples the court provides the appropriate
service and support for those going through
the trauma of ending a partnership. We are
left out in the cold to fend for ourselves during a time of isolation and confusion, only
to turn to those few carefully selected friends
for support and comfort.
Mediation is an intervention of a third person in the disputes of others at their consent
for the purpose of adjusting differences and
to bring about a mutual and liveable agreement.Over the past ten years mediation has
gone through some major modifications .
The process has been brought to the people.
Mediation had been limited to
labor/management disputes, unions , and
major environmental disputes. Remember
the Indian Land Claim suit - a federal
mediator from the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Services was brought in to settle that dispute. Now you will find mediation in small claims court, landlord-tenant
disputes, community disputes and divorce
mediation .·
I have found the theory of mediation to
be one that generates openness and fairness.
The practice is based on the facilitation of
communication with the disputants and the
bringing about of a mutual liveable agreement (i.e ., non-legally binding agreement
founded on good faith). Mediation does not
guarantee that the disputants will come to
an agreement or that they will be friends in
the end , but what it will provide is a space
for the disputants to work through and finish
a process in a shorter amount of time that
otherwise may have dragged on for months.
In a mediation session the disputants must
come together voluntarily. Each person
would have equal time to express issues con-
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cerning the relationship. It is the responsibility of the mediator to attend to the parties' feelings and help the two people work
through them so that negotiation may proceed as openly as possible . During the process of mediation the disputants will be naming points of concern regarding how the final
agreement will be written. The mediator will
note each point and begin facilitating
negotiation on each point. If negotiation between the disputants is going along without
the mediator's help, she/he is only responsible for monitoring and keeping track of
any tentative agreements reached. If a
breakdown in communication should occur,
the mediator would then initiate a variety of
techniques in order to resume communication. These techniques vary from providing
options and alternative ways of looking at
a particular issue , or she/he may help them
in troubleshooting the point to bring about
new ideas . One of the most effective tools
a mediator has is to call for private sessions
with each party . It is at this time that the
mediator will find out valuable information
regarding how the individual people are feeling about what is taking place and help them
work through any ambivalence about the
process .
Once the final agreement has' been written, read and signed by both parties they
sha:ke hands and begin living the agreement.
The parties have the option of returning to
mediation only after they have made a concerted effort to work through the problem
themselves. This too is written into the
agreement. Since the mediation process is
strictly confidential, the mediator may ask
the disputants to sign a waiver stating that
if either one chooses to bring any issue to
court the mediator will not be called to
testify.
'
My experience with mediation has been
a positive one. It is a peacemaking tool that
works. I've seen people leave a mediation
session with new skill s in communication

GPA Update
by Kim Anderson
The Gay People's Alliance is pleased to announce tpe i!ddition of two new staff mem bers.
Charlie Dwyer is our new ·office manager . As a business administration major at USM ,
. Charlie will be able to lend some assistance to the organization of the office bookkeeping
and records at the GPA , a task that has been sorely needed for quite some time . Also
joining the staff is Gail Wright. Gail has offered her counseling skills to the GPA on a
volunteer basis and will be assisting Rick Bouchard as Peer Counselor. Gail attended the
Woodbury Associates School in Vermont, where she studied counseling and mediation.
She replaces Kim Anderson as Peer Counselor. Kim is now co-chairing GPA with Phil
Gautreau. Laura Smith has replaced Phil as Public Relations Representative. So, now that
you know the staff, lets get on with what' s been goirig on .. ..
As the school year got under way, we started to see an increase in the number of re- ·
quests for lesbian and gay male speakers to attend various organizations around the state .
So far, Rick and Kim have done most of the guest speaking. Most recently they visited
Colby College, the YWCA of Lewiston/Auburn, and Andover College to speak about
their lives as gay people. "Show and Tell" can be quite entertaining sometimes especially when the people listening to the speakers want to know " .. .what do gays do in bed . .. "!!
We 'd like to thank the guest speakers at the Friday Discussion meeting for prov,iding
GPA members with a wide variety of discussion topics for October. Democratic House
of Representatives candidate, Barry Hobbins, spoke at the GPA on Sept. 28th: He fielded questions from the discussion participants that ranged from his views on gay/lesbian
rights, to questions on bond issues ano prison reform. Hobbins is fully supportive of gay/lesbian rights and is one of the few Congressional candidates who has continued to say that
publicly and unconditionally. Unfortunately , his opponent, House of Representatives incumbent John McKernan was unable to attend a discussion meeting at GPA before the
election. We do, however, know that this candidate only gives his conditional support
to gay/lesbian rights legislation, feeling that gay or lesbian gym teachers would be better
of out of the locker room. Decide for yourself, but know the difference .
Thanks also go out to Barry Wood for his moving discussion about gays and the Old
Testament. By examining specific passages from the Scripture, Barry was able to show
how the language of the scripture lent itself to a variety of interpretations and misinterpretations both from gay-hating fundamentalists and from members of the gay /lesbian communities . The Northern Lambda Nord Lambs also visited the GPA earlier last month .
A l)alf dozen Nords shared their thoughts on life for lesbians and gay men in the northern
part of Maine and in some parts of Canada. By the end of the evening, none of the members
of either group felt like the strangers we were when we first met. A trip up north is plartn·
?-ed soon .... sleigh rides here we come!
Speaking of sleigh rides, the holiday season is just around the comer. If you 're not looking
forward to the holidays because of family or financial issues, maybe you should check
out the discussion meeting at GPA on the 16th of November, "Dealing with the holidays. "
There's no reason for your spirit not to soar with the apprQpriate gay festivities that will
be planned for the season.
Finally, the last pitch. With pen in hand it's possible to put thoughts into action for
human rights. You don't need "connections with people in high places" to affect a deci. sion, to have your voice heard . On November 2nd, GPA will hold a workshop to assist
people in learning the most effective methods of letter writing when responding to the
media, to your legislator, to a homophobic business, and so on. The gay/lesbian community can have a more powerful voice if we know our skills to effect change - letter
writing is only one of them. Join us on November 2nd and give us your write opinion!

_ _ _ SU·R VEY_
·--I am conducting a survey to explore gay and lesbian experience with therapists . The
PUrp?Se of the surv~y is to provide a basis for developing training and educational opportumt1e~ for professmnal psychologists who work with gay and lesbian patients. I would
appreciate your responses to the following questions. Also, I would like the opportunity
~o talk personally with those individuals who have an experience which they wish to share
m more dep~ with me .concerning how their therapy interfaced with their identity as gay
men or lesbian women .
1. As a gay or lesbian person, have you consulted a therapist about any kind of problem? yes no
Duration of the therapy:
2 . Professional identity of the therapist: M.D., Ph.b. ; M.A. , M .S.W. , other:
3. Rate overall outcome of therapy
Successful/helpful O

5

10 not successful/harmful

4 . Describe how your identity as a lesbian woman or gay man was handled in the
therapeutic interaction.
Please send responses to:. R. Ann Schwab, Ph.D.
Chair MePA Human Rights Co~mittee
154 State St.
Augusta, ME 04330
622-7001
and a new sense of confidence in their ability
to resolve their own personal disputes. I
have also found that when we allow
ourselves the opportunity to empower
ourselves we find new strength and an
awareness to aid in our personal growth .
Recently the state of Maine joined with
about six other states in mandating mediation for those filing fo r divorce . In Maine
this law is only for families with minor
children , otherwise mediation is an option
to the traditional adversarial process .
For gay couples mediation is our only
option . I believe we have the right to this
service and all services that affect our lives .

MAINES ONLY ADULT
GAY CINEMA
CONTINUOUS DAILYfrom10 :30am 11pm

NEW SHOW EVERY WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT ADULT VIDEO CASSETTES
SALES&RENTALS
classics & newest titles

VHS/BElA

Finally tqe 3 kids were taken in handcuff<;
legal expertise confirmed our hunch that we
might subject ourselves to a charge of con- out the side door and put into the waiting
tempt of court leading to arrest. In the end, vans to be taken to the MYC 150 miles
~- those Coal it ion members who could .affqrd . away . Everyone crowded around to watch .
the possibility of arrest decided to~ go Fbr_me -th'e re- was something ii:nportant ii:i
through with our action, with the proviso seeing them 1al<en away in handcuffs, tears
also read a very moving few sentences from
that if asked to sit down, we would . It seem- in their eyes . . And I don't think it comes
Charlie 's mother in which she spoke of the
ed most important to make ourselves felt in from any vengeful part of me. It was just
hatred and fear that had motivated this crime
the courtroom , not the jail, and to put our important for me to see something done that
dollars to a good cause rather than into tines. might deter other kids from bashing lesbians
and how a sentence to the MYC seemed
necessary to convince the boys of the
At the moment of sentencing we did stand, and gay men . For the first time I felt that
seriousness of the crime. Overall , we left
but in view of the sentence, did not turn our Ness, Maybry and Baines might understand
the courtroom after the second adjournment
backs to the judge. After a pause, during what it meant to hurl Charlie over that
wondering why Goodwin had saved his
which Judge Cox was perhaps respecting bridge : For me, it was the closest thing to
good stuff for last.
our "statement," he courteously asked us resolution I would have.
~ When we returned to the courtroom for
to be seated and we complied.
the actual sentencing ·about IO of us were
I had an overwhelming sense of relief In Memoriam: Healing, Not Vengeance
able to get seats. The rest of us stood. As
when the judge pronounced sentence . And
That same evening a ceremony of healI was pressing by-a woman to get to my seat,
I was feeling that there was some justice.
and placed my hand on her back to guide
Maybe now James Baines, Daniel Ness, and ing was held for our Coalition in Charlie's
myself along, I heard her remark , "Oh, one
Shawn Maybry would begin to understand memory . It afforded proof that vengeance_
of them touched me! " Somehow I got the
what they had done to our friend, and why. was not our motive. In a very real sense we
had had a terrible summer. As we gathered
feeling she was less than thrilled with my
in the Chapel of Bangor Theological
Supporters Unprepared for Outcome
touch . Once again I felt all- the stares, but
Seminary; the poetry , the memories , the
thi s time alot of us were staring right back .
All that was left was to watch the three songs, the testimonials, t!ie gentle humor we
It was a moment of feeling powerful in an
· offenders get taken _away . Many of their shared, and the lighting of a candle for
otherwise powerless situation .
friends and family were crying now . They Charlie; all helped to launch us on our prohad started as soon as the sentences were cess of healing.
Sentencing
pronounced. It was clear that'a summer of
Unfinished Business
Finally the hour for sentencing had arrivprotection at home, consistently ordered by
ed . I honestly expected these kids to get off
the judge over the objections of the proOne gnawing memory remained ; why had
without detention . Certainly nothing in the
secutor, had left the supporters and relatives ,
legal process so far had in any way indicated
and indeed , the boys themselves, ill- no charges been pressed against Robert
that justice for Charlie was at hand . When
prepared for the possibility that the punish- Clarey as a result of his threat to a material
the judge sentenced each to the MYC for a
ment ever remotely fit the crime. Instead witness? Soon after Roy Ogden's pivotal·
period not to exceed 40 month s (at which
they had apparently expected the judge to testimony in the August 20th hearing,
time the oldest offender would turn 21) he
order suspended sentences, place the of- Clarey had said to Roy and his friend Rick,
commented on bigotry and intolerance as the
fenders on probation , and assign them to sitting together in the waiting area outside
cause of th_e crime.
perform many 'hours of community service. the courtroom , " You're dead, faggots!·"
On October 17th, as this article was about
The supporters , too , were standing around
Silent Statement
waiting to see the boys taken away. What to go to press, we phoned Bangor District
I hadn ' t expected was the overwhelming Attor:ney Kravchuk to ask if it was true that
Prior to this final session of the Court
feeling we in the Coalition all got that .Clarey was not beirm.prosecuted for "intensome Coalition members had decided that ,
somehow we had signed their death war- tionally c riminally threatening" another per- ·
we would stand in the courtroom. turn our
rants. We were made .to feel this• by sup- son, or for "tampering with a witness ." She
backs to Judge-Cox and walk out as a show
porters ' body language and comments . The was courteous and forthcoming in her exof disrespect fo r a judicial .process lacking
group of high school students moved away planations . She explained that there is "inany se mblence of justice . But a friend .with -from Deb who. was st.anding with us , and she herent l!,mbiguity " in Title 17a. Sect. 454
retorted , "That's what killed Charlie of the Maine Statute, resulting in ''a fine
Howard." Those reactions from the kids , -Iine " between a threat and the exercise of
there to support Baines , Maybry and Ness, first amendment rights . Though she wished
reflected the very homophobia our Coalition Roy Ogden no harm , if a knife had been
was committed to stopping. It angered and drawn while the words, "You're dead, faggot," were being pronounced ; or if some
fueled me.
hours later the person uttering the words had
waylaid Roy in an alley, then the ambiguity
would have been removed . But just uttering those words alone, the District Attorney
could not claim that he was doing other than
exercising his First Amendment rights to
free speech.

Reflections on the Sente,i~ing
Bangor District Court
by
Anne Phibbs. Writer: R. Steinman. editor
This " last page" in the legal chapter of
the Charlie Howard murder case started as
most of the others had. About 15 or 20 of
us gathered with lavendar ribbons at the
Court House to get some of the few available
seats. This time many more young high
school supporters of the 3 offenders were
present. As we packed into the courtroom
I was immediately aware of the many eyes
of the supporters. Members of the Bangor
· Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition were
under scrutiny during the whole course of
the sentencing. and especially afterward.
Pleas for Ltnienc~· and Punishment
The sentencing itself involved testi mony
from the offenders· tutor at Bangor High
School. a psychologi st who had evaluated
them . the father of one . and the mother of
another. Each offender then made a statement about how remors·eful they were. and
the defense attorneys made their closi ng
arguments .
To make a. Jong defense short. the basic
premise was that these 3 boys had done a
bad thing and now realized how bad it was.
Therefore. a sentence to the Maine Youth
Center was not only inappropriate but un'necessary to rehabilitate these youths.
It was hard. while listening to all this legal
garbage. to control my desire to stand up and
shoµt out. · ·These kids are homophobic
rnurderers'. .. Shortly thereafter Thomas
Goodwin. prosecutor. did the best job he "d
done this summer. H~ carefully proved the
seriousness of the -crime - how James
Baines. 15. Sha\\·n :Vlaybry. 16. and Daniel
:\'es,. 17. had kid, ed and chased Charlie .
and hurled hirn oYer the ·bridge . ,Good\\·in
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.The Other People
the Kinsey report goes on to say that we all have both the feelings of homosexuality and
heterosexuality within us . We are all tarred by the same brush of humaness and sexuality.
At least 10% of the membership of this church is homosexual as I 0% Qb this· church h·as always been homosexual. whether ·t_acknowledged it ·or· no . It may be a higher percentage. in Portland. because we are aware that many people who are homosexual have come
to the metropolitan community. leaving the villages of Maine. So we all have within us
. ¥y. f1ears..th~s ~ornlng--a·Fe-very:-gr~aCa.nd lliope that what I have to say this morning
the same tendencies.
I will say correctly, for I shall speak to you beyond your fears. beyond your opinions.
The homosexual represents all classes and all economic levels -- all professions and
beyond your beliefs . I hope that you will listen carefully. ~nd will truly hear what I have
all businesses. It represents both sexes -- male and female. It is represented by the marto say, for I have never said it before. and yet I think what I have to say. is as close to
ried and by the single. It is represented by the parents of chi ldren and by the children
me as life ilself. I wish I were wise. I wish I had wisdom. I wish I could speak to you
of parents in this community. Science has not yet been able to determine whether it is
in language you would understand.
genetic or whether it is a phenomena that is programmed within the first four subphases
The Unitarian Universalist denomination has had a long and illustrious history in the
of infancy. but it really matters very little. It only proves that no one chooses to be gay
affirmation of people. We were involved in the abolition of the slaves in the 19th century
or lesbian: it is avoided by denial and by attempting to live according to the dictates of
and ordained among the universalists denominationally. the first woman minister in 1863.
society.
Those women and men of that time were involved in the sufferage movement. and this
As one who participates in marriages I have learned to make it very clear that partners
church and people from it were involved in it. Hannah Woodman is a name that springs
entering into heterosexual marriage should be absolutely sure of their own sexual identity
to-mind. In this century we have been concerned with great movements. The Civil Rights
because too often in the past. because of peer pressure and society pressure. both men
Movement ; the Vietnam War. Women's Equality, and Homosexual Rights .
and women have entered into heterosexual marriages in order to " cure" themselves of
what they consider to be an erroneous natural feeling.
I was not in Selma as you kndw. But I should have been with my father-in-law at the
There are many problems before us. There are those who say, "I do not wish to see
time that James Reeb was killed on the streets. I was slow because of my own military
people of the same sex show affection one to another." And I would remi nd you that
career to speak out against the Vietnam War. and it took a Roman Catholic priest and
all you have to do is pick up any magazine or newspaper. there to see the show of affec. two lay Roman Catholic women, and the sister of James Brian Conant. to convince me
finally, that I must say to my people in Duxbury. we had to put our men in boats and
tion of heterosexual couples that automobiles and cereals may be sold in the market place.
bring them home. And I watched that Sunday morning as one of my members rose and
We are told that the homosexual. the gay and the lesbian. molest children. All I have
left the sanctuary not to return. We have labored together to' give women equality in this to do is to say to you that they no more likely than the heterosexual father. brother. uncle .
sanctuary, and in this moment today, we are met at that point where my own ripeness grandfather. or cousin. that seduces the younger female member of the family. You are
and the issue of Homosexual Rights meet, meet as they did not on the streets of Selma. all well aware that child abuse and neglect runs rampant throughout our state. by and large
because of sexual abuse by heterosexuals .
nor around the issue of war .
T .S. Eliot has written "Footfalls echo in the memory. down the passage which we did
And I would say to you that a third problem is that there is no homosexual who does
not take, towards the door we never opened. into the rose garden'' . And the footfalls echo ' not have a trace of homophobia within him or herself. so it is. therefore. very understanin my memory this morning, and so I am moved to address you on a most delicate issue . dable that those of you who count yourselves as heterosexuals might. indeed. bear some
Delicate on one hand, and terribly gross on the other. For Dean Wycoff. former head homophobia.
of the Santa Clara, California Moral Majority. Inc .. advocates death for homosexoals.
I would make it very clear to the homose;ual community th,at I do not believe in the
He says, "I agree with capital punishment, and I believe that homosexuality is one of exploitation of anyone -- sexual or otherwise. I do not believe in the manipulation of anyone
those that could be compared with murder and other sins ..... it would be the government for any purpose, and I do not believe in' adult/child sexual relationship . But my own personal willingness to participate in services of union between gay and lesbian individuals
that sits upon the land who would be executing homosexuals ."
·
On July 7th of this year a young man who attended the Unitarian Church in Bangor lies in the fact that I have come to appreciate the times in which we live and am willing
was killed. I do not know whether it is important that we call it murder or not, but he to do anything to help a truly loving relationship find support for itself.
What can we then as a church do? \}'hat can this church do? And what can we do as
was set upon by three youths and over protestations that he could not swim, he was dumped
into the river. He died. He is just as dead today as if he had been murdered with a gun individuals? I believed that we must begin. and this is by no means a definitive list. but
and shot by an adult, as anyone else. These are perilous times. They are times that are I believe that we must begin to study the issue. and that we must begin to study ourselves,
reminiscent of Germany in the 30's when the German people were able to find in the and we must begin to decide who we are as individuals. We must become acquainted with
philosophy and theol~gy of Nazism the justification for the killing, of first the homosex- one another, and we must give more credit to the other person, than we have ever given
ual, and then the Jew. It'is, therefore , out of that context that.I speak to you this morning before, for we must come to that absolute apex of concern. where we reverence people
on this subject, for we'lleed to understand who we are that we shall not repeat the history above all else. Then perhaps we shall learn to understand. for understanding is all that
is necessary to prohibit the rehearsal of what happened in Bangor, or what happened in
of the Third Reich.
Who are these other people, some of whom are among us this morning? They a·re all Germany . We must make an effort to understand . We must work at our religion a~ perhaps
of us. The Kinsey report tells us that at least 10% of the population is homosexual. But we have never worked at our religion before . It is easy to read the Old Testament and
see how a people struggled to become monotheist. It is easy to r~d the history of Uritarian
Univ_e rsalism and see how difficult it was to take a trinitarian concept of God . and mold
it into modern Unitarian Universalism . And the times now call upon us to work equally
hard within ourselves , to accept all humanity. For if we can transcend . his one simple
issue , we shall learn in the process how !O transcend the issues that separate the galaxy
behind me , and perhaps bring a world to peace. We must work at understanding, for " to
understand , is to love.· ' To understand is to love, and to love , is to accept.
The fi1lio11 ·i11g sermon 11·as de!i, ·ercd /Jy
Rc1·crc1ul Richard Hast\' of'the First Parisi,
Unitarian U11ii·ersalist ·C/;11rch in Portland
011 September 16 as part cf a sc1Ticc he co11d11ctcd d11ri11g A11t1111111fi.'lt.
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Phoenix Leather/Levi Club Formed
In August a group of men met at Cycles
to form Portland's second leather/levi club.
The group calls itself The Phoenix . there
are three categories of membership: Junior
Phoenix , The Phoenix and Senior Phoenix .
The group will work within the community
to foster a positive image of gay men . Cur'rently the group sponsors beer bashes at
Cycles every other Sunday. Proceeds from
the beer bashes will be used to make contributions for causes which the group considers beneficial to the gay community. The
group welcomes inquiries regarding ~
membership . It is not necessary to be into
the leather lifestyle to be a member. For
more information, contact the bar.
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Join u s i n o u r celebratio n
Di n n er at Veri llo's
and p r e-dinne r cocktai l par ty

•

CALENDAR AUTOGRAPH NIGHT
Sat . Nov. 3 Ld
At THE GYM ~
117 Spring , Portland ...

Portland Steamers '.'.'ews.
The Portland Steamers. a gay men 's soc ial
organization hosts monthly dinners open to
the public on the third SundaY. of every
month-in Cycles. Unlike the other gay men's
clubs in town . the Steamers is not a
leather/levi club. The group has two rules.
are strictlv
social
The first is that meetings
<
•
events for the members to have a good time.
The second is that there will b; no other
rules . Anyone who is interested in having
a good time with a gr9up of gay men and
meeting ne·w friend s should plan to stop by
at one of the dinners. The next dinner will
be held at Cyc les on Sunday . November
18th .

November
send r e ques t s t o:

10th.

THE HARBOR MASTE RS ,
P:o. BOX 4 0 4 4
PORTLAND , MAINE 041 0 1

.. ........ .
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Facing It: A Novel of A.I.D.S.

Recovering from Catholicism·

Reviewed by John Preston

a

As writer, I tend to read differently from
other people. I'm probably more aware of
the technical structure and the pacing than
someone who is reading only for enjoyment
and information.
As a person, I probably approached this ·
book much more cautiously than the vast
majerity of other readers . My former lover
is dead of AIDS; four good friends have terminal diagnoses because of AIDS.
I picked up Paul Reed 's first novel with
great difficulty . I was also prepared to be
angry : I'd talked about writing a book on
the AIDS epidemic with various editors . I'd
been s_ickened by what they wanted to have
produced . They wanted some kind of script
for a made for television movie. They
wanted to hear the trumpets blaring in the
background' and they wanted a happy
ending.
I couldn 't think of doing that, The reality
of my personal involvement with my
friends' disease denied me any kind of objective distance in describing what they were
going through and how they were being
treated . I was not about to take the experience of Billy's death and tum it into a
soap opera.
I _was expecting that Reed had done just
· that. This would be a book for straights to
read to understand the distant and exotic
place where distant and exotic people are
dying.
Instead I founcl one of the most sane, most
compassionate documents to be produced in
gay literature. This is a first novel and it
doesn't always have the liquid freedom that
a more experiei,ced · novelist might have
given the manuscript, but it certainly is an
important book.
·
.
The story revolves around Andy and
David, two lovers living in New York. In
the beginning they ' re simply annoyed by
persistent illness and fatigue that haunts An, dy 's life. I 's strange; he'. s been a robust and
healthy guy for so long and now he can't
seem to do anything.
Their doctor is also worried. It makes no
sense to him ~ither. Then he begins to read
disturbing reports in some of the medical
j9umals. There 's something very wrong
with the inexplicable articles of strange
diseases that are infecting gay men.
As the horrible progress of Andy 's disease
and his and David 's personal tragedy continue to unravel, so does the enormity of the
medical crisis and its political repercussions
become more apparent.
Reed constantly moves back and forth between the two. He never takes his eyes off
what is happening to the twQ young men.
Re shows the callous and unforgiveable
manner they ' re treated - even, or perhaps
it's especially - by other gay people.
But Andy and David understand that their
personal struggles are political ; they can
make the connections, no matter how
difficult.
I keep coming back to that feeling that it 's
so hard to be gay , to be yourself.
Everywhere you look there 's a constant
reminder that we don 't fit . . . Nobody speaks
to us; nothing speaks for us .. We 're shut off
somehow. Locked into our charming little

by B.J. Aaron

ghettoes, dancing in our fabulous discos, but
nobody sees us ... But now they have to see
us, and they have to see us as sick. .. It's
worse than [being] hated...for being gay,
worse than it was in school when everyone
shunned me because I was gay. It's much
worse, because [they 're] staying away from
me because I am gay and because I have gay
cancer.

I' read Facing It with that writer's eye,
waiting for Reed to make the mistake that
would ruin his book. I waited for the cheap
shot, the flawed perception, the appeal to
bathos. None of them ever happened.
Dealing w·ith politics, especially the
politics involved.in medical funding , Reed's
reporting is solid and factual and enraging.
Dealing with the personal lives of his
characters, his empathetic.portraits are compelling. Most strikingly, Reed has been able
to capture one of the most amazing dynamics
of AIDS: the haunting dignity of the men
who have the .disease.
,
It is not a question of describing some
super-heroic , response to the epidemic.
That's not real. Rather, many of the people
with AIDS have a quiet strength, an acceptance of their situation that allows them to
tum around - granted, after they've gone
through the all too understandable reactions
of anger and denial - and give to the rest of
us part of their power.
In the end, Facing It is not a depressing
book. It is a strong book, a book that shows
us some of the best of ourselves under the
worst of circumstances .
I cannot recommend this novel strongly
enough. It is a way for you to receive vital
information of great consequence to us all
concerning this epidemic. It is also a chance
you have to see gay men portrayed as real
people with courage and strength, human
flaws and human dignity.
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One morning in the early . Fall of '64, I
arose, donned a new polo shirt, jeans and
P.F. Flyers ,and embarked on that experience known as the first day of school.
I was greeted at the door by a creature
somewhat resembling a penguin. Her colors were black and white and there was a
rather obvious waddle when she moved. In
retrospect, I can see that that' was probably
due to a lack of exercise. There was one particular exercise that I'm sure she was missing, if you know what I mean. But I didn' t
know about that at the time and don' t think
it really would have mattered ifl or anyone
else had known the cause of her frustration.
Anyway , her name was " Sister" and she
was to be my "teacher" .
One of the first lessons sister (I never did
quite get the family resemblance) had to
teach was identity. There was to be none.
The new polo shirt, jeans, and sneaks were
replaced within a week by black chinos, a
white shirt, dress shoes anQ a tie. Perhaps
sister was working on nurturing early skills
in time management. If you don't have any
choice in what you' re going to wear; you
don' t waste any time deciding. My other
supposition is that since she was stuck wearing the damn garb she felt we might as well
all suffer together.
Oh, while we're on the topic of suffering,
there is none we can bear that can ever compare to that which her friend Jesus did for
us. Sister taught us that if we offered it all
·up to him we wouldn' t feel a thing. I never
quite mastered that one. If I cut my finger,
it bled. If I had a headache, it throbbed.
When I had a bruise, it was tender for a few
days. Maybe if sister opened a pain.management clinic, she'd have reaped better results.
I can just about imagine it. "When it starts
· hurting, just remember that Jesus has suffered more than you ever can and it will go
away ." Right! Move on over, me~ical experts, sister is on to something!
· There was one feeling that children attending parochial schools were allowed to feel:
In fact , it was a prerequisite for advancement: G-U-1-L-T. Don't listen to sister, feel
guilty . Miss school or that parish fundraiser,
feel guilty. Forget to bring your quarter in
-to feed those starving children in some country you've never heard of, feel guilty. Miss
Sunday mass, feel guilty and get a bonus
feeling: F-E-A-R. Even sister couldn't bail
you out of that one. You had to go see
"Father, " and you'd best do so quickly.
Should you miss mass on Sunday and not
get to confession before something awful
happened to you and you died , than you
would not get to heaven. And we all heard
about all the horrors of the alternative
destination with tropical temperatures. (Unfortunately , sister failed to mention all the
"hot men" there must be there.)

Anyway , according to sister, if you went
to father and told him what a terrible person you had been for missing mass and all
the other horrible things the average 6 year
old can do to louse up God's day, he had
the power to forgive you . I guess he was
kind of like God's press agent. After you
did this, you would feel better. You had to,
because sister said. And we all knew that
whatever sister said was true and HAD to
be followed . We all did exactly what she
said, or there would be consequences. I'm
sure we all know at least one Sister Mind
Your Manners At The Table Or Else,
Moth& Swat Across The Knuckles
Superior, etc. They all come from one Order
or another and have a very low tolerance for
anything out of order.
I'm sure I could write journals on my experiences in catholic schools and within the
catholic church. Both are in the past now and /
I try not to dwell on them. I have to admit,
however, that that old feeling creeps up on me from time to time though. Guilt for what
I think, guilt for what I do, and guilt for what
I am.
I'm sure that if I were to talk to sister or
father about all of this, they'd tell me that
God can forgive me. But, I'm not asking to
be forgiven for anything. I have done
nothing wrong. I also know that I would be . ·
''accepted'' within the church, provided that
I did not "act" on my homosexual tendencies. I could be "accepted" in most any
organization. It's a matter of whether or not
I choose to pay the admission fees, and these
seem a bit steep to me.
When I think of the power vested in Sister
Mary What's Her Name so early in my
development and how that was used to
manipulate and suppress me, I get very (are
you ready for this one, sis?) A-N-G-R-Y!
(That' s the biggie that we're not supposed
to feel. It does not make our heavenly father
very happy and we don't need another flood,
famine , drought_, etc. Do we?) But_I pave _
to admit that some of what I learned from
sister has been helpful to me in my development as a gay male. Where would we be
~ithout obedience, discipline and submission, for example? And just between you
and me, penance and absolution can be kind
of on the fun side. Maybe old sister was 'on
to something (that's something, not
someone!).
Three our fathers and two hail mary 's to
sister what's-her-name, wherever she may
be. Ah - Men!
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Attention Gay Men and Lesbians Over 60
Our Paper would like to interview gay men and lesbians 60 years
of age or older. We hope to devote a Spring, issue to the concerns,
joys, problems, lifestyles and experiences of older gay .men and lesbians. Anonymity will be respected, if so desired; If interested, or
if .you desire further information, contact Diane Elze or Phil
Gautreau, Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,- ME 04104.
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Kathy Clough

Massage Therapist
Healing Massage
For Women & Children

865-3551
\@ PASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS. @
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CA-LENDA_R
Fri., Nov. 2, 7 p.m.
Letter-writing Night. The GP A will hold a
workshop on how to write letters to
businesses, the media, and others to voice
your lesbian/gay opinion.

Saturday, Nov. 3
Boogie Bas11, · People 's Building, 155
Brackett St. , Portland , 3rd floor , 8:00,
alcohol and smoke free space.
Sunday, Nov. 4 .

..:,

MEETINGS

Sunday, Nov. 11
Annual Thanksgiving Dinner plus drag
show , Papa Joe's, 80 Water St. , Augusta,
advance tickets only ($5 .), tickets at door
($3.) for show only. Doors open at 6, dinner at 6:30

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
meeting , Portland
" Mediation: An Alternative to Separation."
Gail Wright , Lesbian Support/Discussion
Group , 92 Bedford St. , Pqrtland , 6:00

" My values/your values: discussion of Fri., Nov. 16, 7 p.m.
masculine and feminine traits. " · Lesbian " Dealing with the holidays ," an open
Support/Discussion Group , 92 Bedford St. , discussion of how to survive the upc.oming
Portland , 6:00
holiday season .
Tuesday, Nov. 6

ELECTION DAY

Sunday, November 18

Fri., Nov. 9, 3:00 p.m.
Meeting with Kevin Berrill , of the National
Gay Task Force's Anti-Gay /Lesbian
Violence Project, /members of the AntiGay/Lesbian Violence Committee of Maine,
arid members of tbe Portland Police
Department.

Fri., Nov. 9, 7 p.m.
No GPA meeting. Members of GPA will be
meeting at the GPA office at 6:30 p.m. to
ride to Bowdoin College where Kevin Berrill will be speaking on anti-gey./lesbian
violence.

No GPA meeting (Thanksgiving Holiday)

Sunday, Nov. 25,
Potluck supper! Lesbian Support/Discussion
Group , meet at 92 Bedfo~, Portland, 6:00

Monday, Nov. 26
Olga Broumas, poet - Moulton Theater,
Westbrook College, Stevens Ave., Portland,
8 ·p. m. , $2 for non-students

Friday, Nov. 30
Catherine Baptista at Gay People 's
Alliance, speaking on feminist involvement
in the GPA , 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 7:00.

VOTE!

?.'

"Handling Holidays: How to be Happy and
Gay ," speaker from Ingraham Volunteers
(tentative) , Lesbian Support/Discussion
Group , 92 Bedford St. , Pcrtland , 6:00
Fri., Nov. 23; 7 p.in.

SUNDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

'
Northern Lambda
Nord - last Sunday The Gay Parents Support Group meets
of the month - business meeting, 1:00 Wednesday evenings at 7:30 pm, at the
USM Student Onion, 92 Bedford St.,
pm, follo\fed by a potluck.
Portland. For further information call
Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00 (207) 780-4085 or (207) 772-4741.
pm, South Bangor Lounge, second floor,
Memorial Union, Univ. of Ma_ine, Greater Bangor NOW - last Wednesday of the month, Bangor Public
Orono.
Library, Bangor, 7 pm, 989-3306 for
Interweave Augusta - last Sunday of information.
the month, All Souls Unitarian Church, Bowdoin Gay-Straight Alliance, first
11 King St., 6:30 potluck and meeting.
and third Wednesdays when college is in
. session, 7:30, Chase Barn Chamber, call
Lesbian Sup.port/Discussion
Group: Tired of the bar scene? Come to 729-8591.
a meeting, 6-8 PM at 92 Bedford St., Brunswick Men's Support Group,
U.S.M. All women in the community second and fourth Wednesdays when
welcome. Sponsored by Women's Forum Bowdoin is in session, 7:30, call Curt or
and GPA.
Steve, 729-8591, for location.
MONDAYS
THURSDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church, Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous Portland.
·
·
every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 _pm, 2 Bates St. Bangor.
(second floor), Lewiston.
Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9 First Parish Unitarian Universalist
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays). Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) , CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.
call Mark 207-646-2748

FRIDAYS

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays , 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Church , 126 Union St., Bangor

"Free To Bee" Gay/ Legbian Alcoholicf,
Anonymous - every Frfday, 7:30 to 8:30,
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.

TUESDAYS
Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm. _
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
first Parish Unitarian Universalist
. Church, 425 Congress, St., Port.l and.

Announcements

\
CYCLES RECEIVES CERTIFICATE OF MERIT FROM
T!IE CITY OF PORTLAND
On Tuesday, ~eptember 25th, Cycles was
one of 71 out of 900 of Portland's
restaurants to receive a Certificate of Merit
''In recognition of efforts to maintain
outstanding conditions for health protection
while dealing with food service. ''

Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
· pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
·meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous - every Friday,
8-9:30 p.m. Gays .Together in Sobriety
(open. discussion). Unitarian Universalist
Church ; 292 State St. , Portsmouth, NH

A lesbian support group is in the process Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesof fof!Iling. The formai is a leaderless, topic day, 7:30 pm, o ·ur Books, 4 Pine St.,
discussion meeting and will explore such Portland. New members are welcome.
topics as our mothers , our fathers , education, religion, sexuality, body image, dating,
coming out, relationships , children. The
group is open to women of any age but
would be best suited to women over 25 years
old. The weekly meetings will rotate in each .
members' houses and it is intended to be an
. ongoing group that women make a commitment to regular attendance: For further information call 775-0022 evenings .

SATURDAYS

~

Interweave Bangor - third Saturday of
the month, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
6 pm, potluck and meeting.
Gay/ Lesbian Al-Anon - every Satur.day, 8 pm, First , Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland.

VOTE!

Free To Be Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewiston.
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LOUISE BENNETI. L.C.S.W.
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THERAPIST TO INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES, • FAMIIJES
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I.any Willi~

185 }iiddle Street
P.O. Box 7685
Portland, Maine 04112

Portand, Haine

117 Kiddle Stnet

011101
'772-01153
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POIITLAND, MAINE 04101

ACC:::oLNTN3 SERVCES

General Pnctic:e

207-775-0tlJ

l..N...MTE.O

. P~Law

Catiplete and CXl!pffhensiw bookkeeping services

HOURS IV APPOINTMENT
SPICIAUZING IN WOMEN'S ISSUES ANO
IN ALCOHOLISM AND OTHO ADDICTIONS

. .

Bankruptcy

'

(207) 774 ... 4322
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LESS/GAY NETWORK
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Bangor Area Gay-~esbian-Straight Coalition
( BAGLSC) P .O . Box 1805, Bangor,
ME 04401, 989-3306
Free To Be Group
.
Gay Parents Support Group
Bangor INTERWEAVE
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 780-4085 or 772-4741
P.O. Box 8008
P.O. Box 215
Portland
Bangor, ME 04401
Au~sta, Me. 04330
Gay People's Alliance
Bates Gay /Straight Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Bates College
Portland 04102
. Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Lewiston 04240
780-4085
:gox 1556, Station A
Greater
Bangor NOW
Bowdoin Gay /Straight Alliance
Fredericton, New Brunswick
P.O. Box 8026
Bowdoin College
Canada
Bangor, ME 04401
Brunswick 04011
Gay Health Action Committee
Central Maine Gay/Lesbian
' P.O. Box 10723
Greater Portland N.O.W.
Awareness Coalition
Portland 04104
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
P.O. Box 7917
Portland
04101
Lewiston, .Me. 04240
Gay!Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church Interweave
c/o State St. Church
.425 Congress St.
P.O. Box 215
159 State St.
Portland 04101
Augusta 04330
•
Portl~nd 04101
'>

.
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Parents and Friends of Gays
Lesbian/Gay Committee
P.O. Box 215
Me. Chapter Nat'l Assoc.
Augusta
04330
of Social Workers
780-4120
.
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. Seacoast Gay Men
. P.O. Box 1394
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915
_Northern Lambda Nord
1>.0. Box 990 ·
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 896-5888

0

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

USM Women's Forum
University of-Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
WebWork
Box 131-D
Calais 04619

